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ABSTRACT
Five yearling steers and 31 crossbred castrated 
male sheep, four months to more than six years of age, 
were used to investigate relationships between thyroxine 
degradation rate (RT̂ _) and selected target anatomical 
structures: red cell volume (RCV) and protein mass, the
latter estimated from urinary creatinine. Initial in­
vestigations, designed for standardization of procedures 
showed RT[j_ to be accurately measured during the 0 to 
J|8 hour period after I-131-T^ administration. However, 
during the following 2ip to 96 hour-period significant 
contributions of endogenous synthetized I-131-T[|_ were 
demonstrated. The early plasma I-131-T^ disappearance 
curve was described by the equation
A = a0e"Kt + (Aq - a0)e"klt
where A was the plasma activity at any time t; aQ was 
the intercept at the Y axis for the asymptote to the 
disappearance curve; AQ was the plasma activity at zero 
time; K was the degradation rate constant; and k-̂  was 
the transport rate constant moving T̂  from plasma to 
extravascular compartment. Data were fitted to the
equation by a non-linear least squares procedure, through
computer facilities. Accuracy of the proposed model was
2demonstrated by an average R of 0.996. Rates were con­
verted into Tĵ  units using protein bound iodine (PBI) 
values. The "chloric acid digestion" procedure for PBI 
analysis was adequately modified permitting one technician 
to process 20 to 30 samples per day in triplicate, with a 
standard deviation of 0.23 fo*1 individual samples. The 
unsatisfactory repeatability observed for RCV measurements 
in sheep, using Cr-5l labeled homologous red cells, was 
attributed to the formation of a static mass of erythro­
cytes in the spleen. Multiple regression analyses indicated 
that: (a) Relationships between ROV and urinary creatinine
7-day collection values were not significant. Consequently, 
significant relationships between RCV and body protein mass 
are not to be expected; (b) A possible pathway for environ­
mental effects upon RCV through the thyroid gland was 
indicated by a significant relationship between RCV and 
RTĵ  (P [_ 0.025) J (c) A significant negative relationship 
(P [_ 0.025) between RT^ and urinary creatinine was difficult 
to explain, since creatinine has no known metabolic role;
(d) RCV and urinary creatinine were related to body weight 
(P [_ 0.005) apparently in the form Y = aX*3; (e) An import­
ant role for predicting body protein mass from relative 
contributions of body weight and RTj can be expected, since
xi
the multiple relationship log urinary creatinine versus 
log body weight and RT^ showed an R^ of 0.881. Further 
studies xvere suggested for the development of prediction 
equations from direct chemical body analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The need-for sensitive, simple and dependable 
indirect measurements of anatomical-physiological rela­
tionships in live animals has long been recognized. 
Conventional indirect methods for estimating body 
composition include those dealing with in vivo measure­
ment of structural pools such as body water, protein or 
lean body mass, body fat, and potassium content. From 
the measurement of one of these components, others have 
been predicted assuming constant relationships. Many of 
these assumptions, however, must first be clarified with 
data from chemical analyses. Unfortunately, the basic 
limitation for the conventional slaughter techniques has 
been the destruction of the animal. Therefore, changes 
that have taken place within the body up to this time 
have not been directly measured, thus increasing the 
difficulty of the task. In addition, definition of cause 
and effect has not been clear, limiting the predictive 
role of current procedures to narrow standardized condi­
tions. Consequently, the ideal in vivo procedure that 
would replace whole body chemical analyses has not yet 
been developed.
In contrast to previous approaches, the use of 
chemical regulators as a part of the predictive mechanism 
would define more clearly cause and effect. It is logi­
cal, therefore, to visualize chain events of environment, 
metabolism, and body composition. Since thyroid hormones 
contribute to the homeostatic mechanism of the body, they 
fit well into this chain. This concept has been funda­
mental In the objectives of this study, since chemical 
body composition must necessarily reflect its metabolism. 
Current theories have assigned to thyroid function a 
primary role in maturation, and at least a strong syner­
getic role in growth. However, response of the animal 
body to endogenous thyroid hormones has not yet been 
measured in terms of chemical composition.
In the present study, red cells have been consid­
ered an Important target tissue for thyroid hormones. In 
addition, a predictive role for lean body mass has been 
assigned to total red cell volume.
From current evidence, urinary creatinine measure­
ment has been adopted mainly as a dependable index of body 
muscular mass. In addition, special emphasis has been 
placed on procedure standardization. Consequently, this 
report includes an exploratory phase, designed to procure 
statistical information on current laboratory methods 
employed in this study.
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The objectives of this investigation include an 
evaluation of: (a) The relationships between physio­
logical parameters, such as thyroxine degradation rate 
and selected anatomical structures, such as red cell vol­
ume and body protein mass; (b) Possibilities for predict­
ing sizes and changes in anatomical structures from . 
measurements of the relative contribution of thyroxine 
degradation rate and body weight; and (c) Current labora­
tory procedures and standardization for accurate and 
dependable measurement of these proposed parameters.
LITERATURE REVIEW
As early as the third century B. C.., it was stated 
by Archimedes that a body immersed in a fluid is buoyed 
up with a force equal to the weight of the fluid displaced. 
The Archimedes principle was probably the origin of first 
attempts for determining animal body composition from 
procedures other than-direct analyses. The advent of 
tracer techniques resulted in a new phase in the develop­
ment of procedures for measuring chemical composition in 
living animals. Prediction of body composition from 
determining rates and specific effects of chemical regu­
lators (hormones) upon body components, may be regarded 
as the new born attainment in its developmental phase.
In this study, at attempt has been made to evaluate 
specific effects of endogenous thyroxine upon selected 
target tissues, e. g., total red cell volume and total 
protein mass, the latter being estimated from urinary 
creatinine excretion.
Physiological Role of Thyroid Hormones 
The thyroid system has been considered related 
primarily to the mechanism of body temperature regulation.
This classic approach has been based upon the observed 
fact that increased heat production was one of the symp­
toms of clinical hyperthyroidism (Morgans, 19614.); conversely, 
heat production during hypothyroidism has been reported to 
be below average (MacGregor, 1961].) . Information on calori- 
genic effects of thyroid hormones have been reported in 
many standard physiology or biochemistry books (Houssay 
et al., 1957; Best and Taylor, 1961; White, Handler and 
Smith, 1961].) . The thyroid gland has also been observed to 
respond with increased secretion when environmental tempera­
ture was decreased (Lodge _et al., 1957; Flamboe and Reineke, 
1959; Johnson and Ragsdale, 1959; Johnson, I960; Premachandra 
et al., I960; Pipes ^t al., 1963)• Environmental tempera­
ture changes have been reported to produce parallel changes 
in body heat production (Armstrong _et al., I960; Blaxter 
and Wainman, 1961; Sasaki and Carlson, I96I4.) . However, 
new findings to be described indicate that animal heat 
production may be secondary to a primary effect not yet 
completely understood.
Specific Response of Body Systems and Tissues to Thyroid 
Hormones Stimulus:
The non-calorigenic effect of thyroid hormones was 
first observed in lower vertebrates. As early as 1917> 
Hoskins and Morris (1917) showed that amphibian metamor­
phosis was dependant upon thyroid status. It has also been
shown that some salamanders and newts retain larval form 
throughout life when the iodine supply is limited (Lynn 
and Wachowski, 1951)- In contrast to warm blooded animals, 
the thyroid hormones of poikilotherms apparently are not 
capable of stimulating metabolic rate except in the larval 
form (Galton and Ingbar, 1961). Metamorphosis in amphibians 
implies the transformation of a fish into a terrestrial 
animal. According to Frieden (1963) keratinization of the 
skin occurs in tadpoles in order for them to retain body 
fluids during subsequent terrestrial life. Tadpoles have 
little or no serum albumin, almost all is globulin, while 
the frog has 56 percent albumin and, in addition, consider­
ably higher level of total serum proteins. In tadpoles, 
hemoglobin has more oxygen-carrying capacity and does not 
show the Bohr effect, while that in the frog has more 
unloading capacity and shows a different electrophoretic 
pattern, reflecting a change in amino acid composition.
This change in hemoglobin composition during metamorphosis 
would imply that thyroid hormones in ay be acting somehow 
upon the KNA coding system , and this is a current 
hypothesis (Sokoloff, 1961; Tata, 1962; Campbell et_ al., 
196I|.) . More than 90 percent of the tadpole's body waste 
Is ammonia and very little urea, while the reverse has 
been demonstrated In the adult frog (Frieden, 1963). In 
addition, the gastrointestinal tract in tadpoles is
herbivorous, while that of the frog is carnivorous. All 
these transformations were reproduced by Etkin (1966) 
by supplying a gradual increase of thyroxine to thyroid- 
ectomized tadpoles. Frieden (1963) has inferred that . 
implantation of a thyroxine pellet caused tail resorption 
in the immediate vicinity; in contrast, thyroxine induced 
precocious growth when implanted in the rear leg. The 
effects of thyroid hormones upon metamorphosis have not 
been limited to amphibians. As pointed out by Shellabarger 
(I96I4.) , metamorphosis in salmon, which enables the fish 
to survive in sea water, parallels an increase in thyroid 
function. A review by Dodd and Matty (19614.) indicates 
that many other sub-mammalian forms depend upon the 
thyroid-pituitary axis.
Thyroid hormones can also produce growth response 
in certain tissues of homeotherms. Scow (1959) has reported 
that thyroxine (2.5 ug/day) induced growth of muscle and 
certain viscera tissues in thyroidectomized-hypophysecto- 
mized rats. Growth hormone, in contrast, stimulated 
growth of all body tissues. Thyroxine had a synergetic 
effect to growth hormone only upon those tissues stimu­
lated by thyroxine alone. Bone protein, however, was not 
affected by thyroxine treatment, but length and maturation 
were stimulated. No effect of thyroxine on muscle collagen 
was observed. Myosin responded to grovjth hormone only if
thyroxine was included. It is an established fact that 
jeuvenile myxedema in man is associated with growth 
retardation (Houssay _et al., 1957; Best and Taylor, 1961; 
White, Handler and Smith, 196I|). In addition, some cases 
of dwarfism in cattle have been attributed to hypothyroid­
ism (Carrol e_t al., 1951)-' It should be pointed out that 
Evans ejt al. (I960) produced growth response in thyroidecto- 
mized rate even with large doses of iodine, however, it was 
not possible to demonstrate the conversion.of iodine to 
thyroxine. They proposed that the role of thyroxine was 
to deliver iodine to the target area.
Relationships be'tween the thyroidal system and 
the red cell-hemoglobin axis is a new field of study. 
Muldowney e_t al. (1957) observed that red cell mass was 
reduced in hypothyroid human subjects. In newborn rats,
Adam and Doljanski (1958) noted the development of a 
progressive hyperchromic-microcytic anemia following 
thyroidectomy. Falkheden e_t al. (1963) reported that 
red cell volume and total hemoglobin were reduced after 
hypophysectomy in II4. human subjects affected by mammary 
carcinoma', acromegaly or diabetes. However, this group 
suggested that thyroid deficiency alone did not explain 
these results. In later reports by Meineke and Crafts 
(I96I4.) , erythropoietic effect of thyroxine in rats was 
demonstrated. This effect was independent from the effect 
upon increased oxygen consumption. Conversely, Goswami
(196£) found, that thyroxine doses of 100 rag/day to 18 
buffalo decreased red cell count. Actually,red cell count 
alone does not have major physiological meaning. In 
addition, the dose was more than one hundred times greated 
than expected daily thyroxine utilization.
Effects of Thyroid Hormones Upon Metabolism of Proteins,
Fat, and Carbohydrates:
It has been further recognized that during thyroxine 
administration to euthyroid subjects, protein synthesis was 
decreased. The reverse was true for mixedematous individ­
uals as measured by N^-glycine incorporation (Crispel _et 
al., 1958). Barker (196ip) pointed out that hyperthyroid 
patients, or experimentally hyperthyroid animal.s, may be 
devoided of gross body fat and may be deficient in skeletal 
muscle mass. Hoch (1962b), reported that thyroxine adminis­
tration in amounts of 5 t° 10 ug/day decreased nitrogen 
excretion in thyroidectomized rats. However, daily doses 
of 50 to 100 ug. decreased or abolished protein synthesis 
in both the intact and thyroidectomized rat. According 
to Barker (1961).), negative nitrogen balance could be 
prevented in thyrotoxicosis by an adequate caloric intake 
of lipids and carbohydrates. These facts would suggest 
that adequate balance between anabolic and catabolic pro­
cesses may be somehow dependent upon the relationship of 
caloric input and thyroid hormones concentration. In fact,
it has been demonstrated that in vitro concentrations of 
thyroxine ranging from 10“^ up to 10“%1 stimulated 
DL-leucine incorporation into protein (Sokoloff and 
Kaufman, 1961). Necheles (1961), reported an optimum 
effect on amino acid incorporation into proteins at 
thyroxine concentrations of 10-^M. Additional information 
on the effects of thyroid hormones upon incorporation of 
amino acids into proteins was furnished by the studies of 
Tata £t al. (1963). This group found that amino acid 
incorporation into protein was depressed to half the 
value of the control group in tissue homogenates from 
thyroidectomized rats. In contrast, physiological 
amounts of hormone administered to thyroidectomized rats 
increased amino acid incorporation two to three times, 
except in animals starved for 18 to 2lp hours.
McGraham e_t al. (1959) observed that when sheep 
were maintained at environmental temperatures below the 
"critical body temperature", heat production was due 
almost entirely to fat and carbohydrate catabolism.
However, at environmental temperatures above the "critical" 
level, heat production was due to fat, carbohydrates and 
protein catabolism; the contribution by protein was the 
highest. It is feasible, therefore, to postulate that 
this shift in catabolized substrate at the different 
environmental temperatures may well be linked to some 
specific effect of the thyroid hormones.
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As observed for protein metabolism, the overall 
metabolism of lipids is stimulated by thyroid hormones 
(Mackay and Sherril, 1941J Spirtes et_ al., 1953,’ Hoch,
1962b; Barker, 1964,’ Wolff and Wolff, 1964) . Thyroid 
hormones can stimulate oxidation of several fatty acids 
in vivo and in vitro, and this stimuation may actually 
precede changes that occur in metabolic rate (Wolff and 
Wolff, 1964).
Thyroid therapy has been shown to stimulate utili­
zation of glucose by the cells, and the mobilization of 
glycogen from the liver (Tata et al., 1963; Wolff and Wolff, 
1964)• Although pathways for glucose metabolism have been 
fairly well established and outlined, specific mechanisms 
by which the thyroid hormones could affect rates would be 
speculative.
Search for a Primary Action of Thyroid Hormones:
As already described, thyroid hormones perform many 
apparently different functions in the animal body. However, 
the fundamental target sites in cellular chemistry have 
not been yet determined. It has been shown that thyroxine 
induced mitochondrial swelling (Siekevitz, 1957; Hoch,
1962a; Wolff and Wolff, 1964; Karler et al., 1965). The 
mitochondria from hyperthyroid animals were reported to 
swell more easily, and those from hypothyroid animals to 
swell more slowly (Wolff and Wolff, 1964)• According to 
Karler et al. (1965), thyroxine concentrations between 10_5
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to 1 0 " %  evoked a marked acceleration in the rate of 
mitochondria swelling. As already indicated, these 
concentrations also stimulated amino acid incorporation 
into protein (Sokoloff and Kaufman, 1961). Mitochondria 
can swell as much as five times their normal diameter, 
and their membranes can stretch by a factor of 100 without 
breaking (Siekevitz, 1957)* The membrane relaxes when 
concentration of ATP is low and contracts when the level 
is high (Lehinger, 1960a). The presence of ATP in the 
medium prevents spontaneous and thyroxine induced swell­
ing (Wolff and Wolff, 1961j_) . When the membrane is 
stretched, water electrolytes and many enzymes can pass 
into and out of mitochondria (Siekevitz, 1957)- It should 
be pointed out that this "gate-like" mechanism, accord­
ing to Lehinger (1960b) may be promoted by the same 
thyroxine analogs that raise heat production or that 
induce amphibian metamorphosis.
Up to the time of their report, Wolff and Wolff 
(196i4.) listed J4.7 enzyme systems that were stimulated and 
23 emzyme systems that were depressed by thyroid hormones. 
The report included a preponderance of enzymes from the 
citric acid cycle and glycolytic intermediates. This 
would probably reflect the orientation of investigation 
rather than a well-defined area of metabolism affected 
by the thyroidal system. It has been demonstrated, for
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example, that the activity of several enzyme systems 
paralleled the changes in oxygen consumption produced 
by thyroid hormones (Drabkin, 1950; Barker, 1955; Wolff 
and Ball, 1957; Tata, 1961; Tata, 1962; Tata e_t al.,
1963).
Calorigenic effects of thyroid hormones have been 
attributed to uncoupling of some portion of oxidative 
phosphorylation. Indeed, Hoch (1962b) collected 26 
references confirming this uncoupling. Concentrations 
of thyroxine necessary to produce uncoupling in vitro 
ranged between 5 x 10“ -̂ to 10-^M, however, these con­
centrations were outside the physiological range.
Uncoupling effects were not found in tissue homogenates 
from thyroidectomized rats receiving physiological 
amounts of thyroxine or triiodothyronine (T3) previous 
to sacrifice (Tata, 1962; Tata ejt al., 1963) • To produce 
uncoupling in vivo in rats, ip to 5 Mg/day of thyroxine 
administered during four days were needed (Hoch, 1962b) 
and this produced a state of thyroxine intoxication.
Prom accumulated evidence, a "feed back" mechanism 
can be postulated: thyroxine stimulates mitochondria
swelling; this step triggers ATP production by mitochon­
dria; increased concentration of ATP would produce mito­
chondrial contraction. It is also possible to postulate 
that an excess of thyroxine may require an excess production 
of ATP above the anabolic capacity of the system. Thus,
1 4̂-
if the system was unable to build up chemical energy, 
the entropy component would increase in direct proportion 
to the stimulus.
Procedures for Measuring Thyroid Status
Research in the field of thyroid function has been 
extended in two directions: (a) for accuracy of measure­
ments, and (b) for rapid or easy approaches to thyroid 
status. As a general rule, the research in animal physio­
logy has been more concerned with accuracy. Conversely, 
research in human clinics has tended toward development 
of easy and rapid approximations.
In animal physiology, the thyroxine substitution 
method for measuring secretion rate has been endorsed 
mainly by those working with cattle (Lodge _et al., 1957; 
Premachandra e_t al., 195$; Premachandra e_t al. , I960;
Pipes e_t al. , 1963) . The procedure consists of monitoring 
1-131 output by the thyroid gland, under the effect of a 
goitrogen. At the same time, increasing increments of 
L-thyroxine are administered periodically up to a dose 
level capable of preventing further thyroid 1-131 output. 
This dose value is then assumed to be the thyroxine 
secretion rate. Measurement of thyroxine secretion by this 
procedure requires three to four weeks per animal; the 
method is subject to considerable experimental error 
attributable to direct thyroid gland monitoring and to
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the step-like thyroxine replacement therapy. Likewise, 
the use of goitrogens to block 1-131 reutilization may 
influence the endocrine balance. The procedure has the 
advantage, however, that it requires little mathematical 
background, since results are obtained by syringe measure­
ments and a plot on graph paper.
An accurate measurement of thyroid secretion rate 
has been reported by Berson and Yallow (195(f) • The 
thyroidal system was described by a mathematical model, 
and thyroid monitoring was employed only for determining 
peak 1-131 uptake by the gland; thereupon rates were 
measured from the disappearance of the endogenously 
labeled thyroxine from plasma. Neither goitrogens nor 
replacement therapy were needed.
Probably one of the most popular procedures for 
determining thyroid status in human clinics has been the 
measurement of exogenous 1-131 thyroxine disappearance 
rates from circulating plasma. Approximate values have 
been obtained from plasma disappearance curves following 
equilibriation of labeled thyroxine within the extra- 
thyroidal space (Kurland e_t al., 1957 i Mixner and Lennon, 
1958; Kurland ejb al., 1959; Post and Mixner, 1961) . As 
a refinement of this method, Ingbar (1955) and Ingbar and 
Freinkel (1955) complemented the plasma measurements with 
urine and feces labeled thyroxine excretion data. For
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measuring thyroxine degradation rates, Haddad (1960a,
1960b) has presented a model based on mathematical pro­
cedures developed by Berman and Shoenfeld (1956); their 
approach, however, was difficult to follow.
Several parameters have been proposed for us e with 
man for the estimation of thyroid status for comparing 
pathological and non-pathological conditions. One of 
these parameters, 1-131 uptake by the thyroid gland, has 
been shown to be a poor criteria (Premachandra e_t al. ,
1958)j since it reflects iodine status rather than thyroid 
status. However, Robertson and Falconer (1961) claimed a 
high correlation in sheep between hormone secretion rate 
and 1-131 uptake. It should be pointed out, too, that their 
work was carried out under uniform and standardized conditions.
The slope of the disappearance curve, either from 
plasma labeled thyroxine or from thyroidal 1-131 output, 
has been used frequently to evaluate thyroid status. No 
significant relationship between this parameter and thy­
roxine degradation, however, was found by Post and Mixner 
(1961) in cattle. Premachandra _et al. (1958) reported a 
poor relationship between the slope of 1-131 released by 
the thyroid gland and thyroxine secretion rate in cattle.
One of the early parameters for thyroid evaluation 
in man has been the use of protein-bound iodine (PBI). In 
light of recent research on interactions between thyroid 
hormones and protein carriers (Ingbar and Freinkel, I960;
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Tata, 1962; Tata, 19614.; Surks and Oppenheimer, I96I4.) , 
and since it has been shown that only free iodine 
diffuses into the cell (Tata, 1961].), PB1 can no longer 
be considered as an estimator of thyroid status. Never­
theless, Post and Mixner (1961) have reported a highly 
significant correlation of O .78 between PBI and thyroxine 
degradation rate.
In vitro methods for evaluating thyroid status have 
gained popularity in clinics, basically because of the 
speed and ease of measurement and the fact that they require 
no administration of radioisotopes to the patient. How­
ever, Mamolsky (Ingbar and Freinkel, I960) has pointed out 
that there is a total lack of relationship between red 
blood cell uptake of thyroxine or triiodothyronine and 
thyroid function. Prom data published by Kurland et al. 
(1957)j it was possible to calculate the correlation between 
triiodothyronine red cell uptake and thyroxine degradation 
rate; the result was r= -O.OII4J4.. No information was 
obtained relative to the relationships between plasma pro­
tein triiodothyronine uptake to a recognized parameter of 
thyroid function as a control method.
The latest addition to thyroid methodology has been 
the measurement of free thyroxine concentration in plasma 
(Tata, I96I4.; Oppenheimer and Surks, I96I4.; Surks and 
Oppenheimer, I96I4.) . More information is needed to properly 
evaluate this parameter as an estimator of thyroid status,
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especially under non-pathological conditions.
Urinary Creatinine as an Index to Body Protein Mass
It has long been recognized that the "creatinine 
coefficient." (mg. of creatinine excreted/day/kg body 
weight) was lower in obese persons and in women than 
in well-muscled men. However, a definite role for 
creatinine in animal metabolism has not yet been demon­
strated. As shown by Borsook and Dubnoff (191̂ 7), 
creatinine originates from the reaction:
Creatinine - — * Phosphocreatine ___  ̂Creatinine
At pH 7, approximately 2 percent of total creatinine would 
be converted, through the given reaction, to creatinine. 
This prediction was in reality within the lower limit of 
actual excretion. It was further reported that 98 percent 
of the body creatinine was in muscles, and that this 
urinary creatinine excretion was highly correlated with 
the total amount of creatinine in the body of several 
animal species.
Miller and Blyth (1952) observed lean body mass and 
urinary creatinine to be highly correlated (r = O.8 3 ) in 
79 college students. Body cell mass has been also reported 
to be highly correlated with urinary creatinine excretion 
(r = 0.73) in 27 healthy and sick human subjects (Ryan 
et al., 1957)* In the latter study, however, correlation
between urinary creatinine, and body weight was only 
0 .14,6 . Picon-Reategui and Aluizuri (1962) reported for 
men a correlation of O .87 between urinary creatinine and 
fat-free mass; the correlation between creatinine excre­
tion and body weight was 0.72. This study was carried out 
at lj.,500 meters above sea level in 22 local human residents. 
Recent works by Van Niekerk e_t al., (1963b) have shown in 
sheep a correlation of O .98 between body protein mass versus 
urinary creatinine and body weight (multiple correlation). 
Unfortunately, partial regression coefficients were not 
tested for degree of significance (F test). Results were 
not affected significantly by energy intake or degree of 
fatness. Data from MacMillan _et al. (1965) indicated very 
little sex difference in creatinine excretion from 2lp male 
and 25 female students when results were expressed as a 
function of lean body mass (27.8 and 27-1 mg/kg of lean 
body mass for men and women, respectively). However, when 
results were expressed as a function of body surface area, 
differences were conspicuous (929 and 722 mg/sq.m. area for 
men and women, respectively).
Apparently, creatinine excretion is affected by 
protein intake. Fisher (1965) has reported significant 
variations in creatinine excretion in rats by changes in 
dietary protein content. A significant increase in creati­
nine excretion (P /_ 0.02) by sheep was also observed by
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Van- Niekerk et, al. (1963a) when dietary protein was 
increased. According to Fisher (1965), urinary creati­
nine was greatly increased in rats fed free amino acids.
In contrast, according to Nakogawa e_t al. (19614.), feeding 
free amino acids to children did not increase urinary 
creatinine, although creatinine excretion was increased.
Total Red Cell Volume for Estimating Lean Body Mass
It has been possible to find among research workers 
an increasing interest in total red cell volume (RCV) as 
an index for lean body mass in the intact animal. Since 
the primary function of red cells is oxygen transport, 
this interest has been based on the hypothesis that red 
cell mass should be closely related to the oxygen using 
tissues, or "physiologically active mass"of the animal body. 
Highly significant correlations have been reported between 
oxygen consumption and lean body mass in man (Miller and 
Blyth, 1952; Behnke, 1953; Gopolan e_t al., 1955; MacMillan 
et al., 1965). In addition, RCV was observed to decrease 
with age in adult human subjects (Olesen, 1965), a fact 
which was also evident for metabolic rate (Best and Taylor, 
1961; Kleiber, 1961). Naturally, It was necessary to assume 
that oxygen consumption by tissues other than lean body mass 
was negligible.
Studies with man were among the first reports shox^ing 
direct relationships between RCV and lean body mass. Mul- 
downey (1957) reported a correlation of 0.96 between lean
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body mass and RCV in 22 human subjects. Wo significant 
relationship, however, was found between RCV and total 
body weight for this group. The same degree of correla­
tion was observed by Doornenbal e_t al. (1962a) for rats.
A correlation of 0.82 between lean body mass and RCV in 
pigs was reported by Doornenbal e_t al., (1962b). However,
from these data, it was possible to calculate a correlation
Iof 0.93 between RCV and total body weight. These latter 
results then were in contradiction to the report by 
Muldowney (1957)5 and evidence clearly indicates that more 
research in this field will be necessary to.adequately 
evaluate the true relationships.
Evaluation of Procedures for Estimating Body Composition 
Several methods have been developed and proposed 
for predicting body composition in the live animal. Fat 
content, for example, has been indirectly estimated from 
body density measurements assuming that fat and fat-free 
body have constant densities. However, this assumption has 
not been completely justified. Different densities have 
been reported for cell fat and interstitial fat (Findanza 
et al., 1953)> and density has been found to be highly 
dependant upon changes of temperatures. Body surface 
tissues, for example, have lower temperatures than those 
of the inner parts (Kleiber, 1961). Furthermore, density 
of the fat-free body has not been found to be constant.
■By recalculating data from selected literature reports,
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Wedgood (1963) reported that as weight of fat-free 
eviscerated carcasses of guinea pigs Increased, density 
decreased, and water content increased.
Body water, on a fat-free basis, has likewise been 
assumed to be a constant. However, as Indicated by Hansard 
(1963), the water fraction in the "chemically mature animal" 
on a fat-free basis, have been reported to vary between 
71.8 and 76.0 percent; different species and different 
sources of data were reviewed. Hansard (19&3) further 
pointed out that water, protein and mineral constituents 
approach a constant relationship at about 3*9 to J7.6 percent 
of the animal's expected life span, when "chemical maturity" 
is attained. According to Widdowson (1965) one gram of 
human fetus may contain as much as 93 to 95 percent water.
Up to the time of birth, water content may decline to only 
82 percent on a fat-free basis. Results presented by Reid 
et al. (1963)have shown that water content of the fat-free 
body of cattle declined markedly during early life; however, 
after I4.OO days of age changes were small. In addition to 
variability due to age, constancy of lean body mass in rats 
has been shown to be affected adversely by the protein 
content of the diet (Miller and Weil, 1963). Thus, assuming 
water content to be a constant, on a fat-free basis, protein 
and ash have been estimated from additional empirical 
coefficients. Tracer techniques have been devised to 
estimate the total water space. Antipyrine derivatives
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have been widely used (Soberman e_t al., 191+9; Prentice 
et al., 1952; Hansard and Lyke, 1956; Reid e_t al., 1957; 
Reid et al., 1963; Bensadoun e_fc al., 1963; Hansard, 1963) 
as have deuterium or tritium (Pace et al., 19U-7; Soberman 
et al., 191+9; Prentice et; al., 1952; Anderson, 1963).
A non-destructive method which is still under devel­
opment, for estimating lean body mass, is the procedure 
for determining the amount of the naturally occurring 
radioactive nuclide K-1+0. Total potassium in a 70 kg. 
man equals about 2ip5 g. (0 .35%), from which only about 
1.75 percent is in extracellular fluids (White, Handler 
and Smith, 1961+) . This fact explains why Talso _et al.
(I960) obtained a correlation of 0.989 between dry fat- 
free body weight in rats and total body potassium. 
Measurements of K-1+0 has been accomplished by whole-body 
liquid scintillation counting procedures. The rate of 
disintegration/minute of K-1+0 is 7*33 x 10-^^, and since 
K-1+0 accounts for 0.012 percent of the total body potassium 
(Wild, 1962), the total body potassium can be calculated. 
The method presently looks promising. However, there are 
still several technical problems to be solved. The consid­
erable cost of whole-body liquid scintillation equipment 
stimulates incentives for a renewed search for more econ­
omical procedures that will serve as accurate estimators 
of body composition in vivo.
2  It-'
It can be concluded therefore, that the creatinine 
index for estimating protein mass appears to be as good 
as any other current indirect procedure. This index pro­
vides for a direct estimation of protein mass without the 
use of additional conversion coefficients developed from 
less reliable assumptions. Upon these bases, urinary 
creatinine was adopted as a dependable criteria for esti­
mating body protein mass in this study.
i
GENERAL PROCEDURES
For clarity of discussion, procedures -were 
divided into two phases. The first phase included 
exploratory studies designed to obtain such statistical 
information on animal and laboratory procedures which were 
not available from literature reports. Through these 
exploratory experiments it was possible to evaluate or 
improve methods for accomplishing proposed objectives. 
Initially, for example, it was planned to incorporate 
oxygen consumption measurements in this project. A 
total of 225 tests were taken under basal conditions in 
20 previously trained wethers, and components of variance 
were calculated. However, the data indicated that the 
true metabolism of sheep was not represented from results 
on single short tests. Coefficients of variation were: 
28.7% for between animals; 13.7̂  for within animals;
9 -k-fo for between days; 6 .5% for within days; and 7 .7^ 
for between duplicate tests (error) (Vohnout and Hansard, 
1966). Therefore, this phase of the project was concluded 
since respiration chamber facilities were not available to 




The second phase of this study comprised the main 
body of research and was started after laboratory pro­
cedures were adequately evaluated and adapted. This phase 
included the measurement of thyroxine degradation rate, 
red cell volume, and urinary creatinine excretion for 
subsequent use in evaluating relationships of specific 
body parameters.
A total of 31 male castrated Louisiana crossbred 
sheep were used in this study. Animals ranged in age 
from four months to more than six years; weights ranged 
from 19 to 72 kg. In addition, five steers (weight range 
200 to 24J4.O kg.) were included in exploratory experiments.
During preparation and test periods, animals were 
maintained in a well ventilated shelter without air 
conditioning. Each group under test included lambs, 
yearlings and mature wethers selected at random, as 
needed, from the grazing flock. During the test periods, 
all animals were maintained in metabolism units equipped 
for separate quantitative collection of urine and feces 
(Hansard, 1951)• Animals were fed a 12 percent protein 
corn,soybean-oil-meal, cottonseed-hull ration at a cal­
culated maintenance intake level.
Measurement of Protein Bound Iodine
Protein bound iodine measurements were made on 
all animals by the "chloric acid digestion" procedure,
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originally proposed by Zak e_fc al_. (1952), with modifi­
cations introduced by others and throughout this study 
as described.&
Basically the method consists of three steps: 
protein precipitation, protein digestion and colorimetric 
measurements. Efficient protein precipitation was 
obtained by adding slowly 5-0 cc. of 7 percent perchloric 
acid to 1.0 cc. duplicate samples of serum. Contents 
were mixed by blowing an additional 5*0 cc. of perchloric 
acid solution, avoiding excessive formation of foam. After 
approximately 15 minutes, samples were centrifugated at 
2000 x g for 10 minutes. The supernatant solution, which 
should be absolutely clear, was poured off, and tubes 
were inverted in a rack to drain on to a paper towel for 
about 10 minutes. It should be pointed out that when vol­
umes of sample other than 1.0 cc. were used, it was 
necessary to adjust the volume of perchloric acid propor­
tionally. One cc. was found to be the optimum volume for 
use with sheep.
Protein digestion was accomplished in the following 
manner: After addition of 5-0 cc. chloric acid mixture,
all tubes, including standard solutions, were placed in a 
pre-heated aluminum block, starting at 80° to 95°C. This
aEquipment and reagents have been listed in 
•Appendix I.
temperature was maintained until the dark smoke produced 
was no longer present, the liquid in the tubes was clear, 
and all protein was dissolved (ca. 1 to 2 hours). Temper­
ature was allowed to increase slowly up to 120° to 125°G. 
(ca. 2 hours), and was maintained until volume in tubes 
had decreased to about 25 percent of the initial volume 
(below 1.5 cc.). This required approximately 1 additional 
hour. Finally, temperature was adjusted to 160° to 170°C. 
and was maintained until tube volumes were not lowered 
further by extra heating (ca. 1.0 cc. in 150 x 16 mm. 
tubes). Formation of red crystals upon cooling in a 
colorless media indicated complete digestion; formation 
of green crystals should be avoided as they indicate 
that terminal temperatures were too low. To prevent the 
necessity for disturbing tubes with frequent observations, 
a serum control tube was included with each batch. The 
whole digestion process required 7 to 8 hours.
For colorimetric readings, 3*0 cc. arsenous acid 
solution was added to digested samples; then tubes were 
placed in a water bath at 30°C• After 10 minutes, and at 
30 second intervals, 1.0 cc. of eerie sulfate working 
solution was added to each tube and spectrophotometric 
readings were taken at exactly 30 second intervals. The 
spectrophotometer was adjusted to 100 percent transmission 
by means of a reference blank; blank preparation was
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identical to that of the samples, except 2N sulfuric acid 
replaced the eerie sulfate solution. In order to determine 
the time for the best straight line slope (from 20-30 to 
70-80 percent Ts), readings of a first set of standards 
■were made at 10, 13, and 20 minutes after eerie sulfate 
addition; serum samples followed at the selected time, 
and the second set of standards was read last.
One of the major problems in PBI analysis has always 
been sample contamination from the surrounding medium. In 
order to prevent contamination from this source, glassware 
was routinely stored in a mild detergent solution with 
excellent results.
Measurement of Thyroxine Degradation Rate 
Radiochemical procedures were employed to investigate 
degradation rates of injected 1-131 labeled thyroxine.
£Previous to dosing, tracer levels of labeled thyroxine 
were incubated with sheep serum at 37°C.; then it was passed 
through a Sephadex chromatographic column, as described 
by Cowley (1963), to separate any traces of unbound thyrox­
ine from the bound form, from free iodine, or from other 
iodinated unknown compounds. Commercial 1-131 labeled 
thyroxine is prepared by dissolving it in propylene glycol, 
which according to Ingbar and Freinkel (I960) contains 3
QAbbott's Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois.
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to 10 percent free iodine. In addition, prolonged storage, 
even under refrigeration, was reported to result in pro­
ducts that migrated faster than thyroxine in most chromato­
graphic systems.
The labeled dose was then transfused into the vein 
through a previously inserted polyethylene jugular catheter, 
as described by Hansard e_t al. (1951)• Following injection 
of OJ4. - 0.5 uc/kg. body weight, eight blood samples were 
collected from the jugular vein at approximately 1 /ip, 1-1/2, 
3, 6, 12, 2l\., 36 and I4.8 hours after dosing. Following 
centrifugation, 1.0 cc. serum samples were assayed for 
PBI.a After complete protein digestion by chloric acid, 
radioactivity was measured in a well-type scintillation 
counter attached to a conventional scaler unit. Labeled 
thyroxine disappearance rates were calculated from the 
equation
A = aoe'Kt + (A0 - . (1)
Rates were then converted into thyroxine units, using PBI 
average values. Degradation rates were calculated from 
the following formula:0
' R = (K) x (PQ) x (PBI) (2)
(ac) x (0 .655)
aPBI procedure as previously described separately.
^Described, in Appendix III.
cDescribed in Appendix III.
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Data were fitted to the equation by a method of non-linear 
least squares.a A double precision FORTRAN program was 
adapted for equation (l) with the IBM 70lf0 computer.
For comparative purposes, additional blood samples 
were collected at 12 hour intervals and up to 96 hours. 
These samples were assayed as previously described and 
thyroxine disappearance rates were calculated from the 
equation
Y = Yoe"KX (3)
where Y is the activity at any time; YQ is the extrapol­
ated value for the Y intercept at time of injection; K 
is the rate constant; and X is time. Data from the 2ip to 
96 hours samples after dose admistration were employed.
Dose radioactivity was computed from quintuplicate 
standards, obtained from the same injected protein bound 
thyroxine. After adequate dilution in bovine serum, 
standards were processed exactly in the same manner as 
the.samples. Glassware was siliconized^ before use in 
order to avoid possible adsorption of labeled thyroxine.
aR. Vogel. "A least squares algoritm for non-linear 
curve fitting." Computer program submitted to I.B.M. 1620 
users group library, 1966.
bsilic-ote, Beckman.
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Measurement of Total Red Blood Cell Volume
Procedures for determining RCV were standardized in
the following manner: whole blood samples were taken from
£the jugular vein and incubated with sodium chromate-5l 
for two hours at 37°C. To remove radioactivity not in red 
cells, blood was washed three times with physiological 
saline, following centrifugation at 2000 x g. for 5 minutes 
and pouring off the supernatant. Following this process, 
radioactivity not in red cells averaged only a fraction of 
one percent. The original volume was then reconstructed 
with saline solution, and each animal was dosed with its 
own blood. Five cc. of suspended cells containing 0.Ip to 
0.5 uc. of Cr-5l/kg. body weight were then quantitatively 
injected into the jugular vein through a polyethylene 
catheter. Seven five cc. periodic samples were collected 
during the first hour after Cr-5l administration. Each 
sample was assayed for^ radioactivity and for hematocrit 
(CPV). The activity in all blood samples was then cor­
rected for average CPV according to the formula:
Corrected Activity = (.obsg.Ug.d. activity), x (Average..CPV) ,, ,(Sample CPV)
CPV was determined with capillary tubes spun for 3^ minutes 
at 5000 -X g.
aRachromate from Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois.
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The activity at the time of injection was obtained 
by the linear least squares method using equation (3) 
already described. Values for RCV were calculated from 
the following formula:
rcv cc. = tp °> * tvd) x (crv) x (0.97).. {5)
V Y-o )
where P0 is the dose activity; Vd is the dose volume; CPV 
is average CPV; 0.97 is the correction factor for trapped 
plasma; and Y0 is the calculated blood activity at time of 
injection.
Dose radioactivity was computed from quintuplicate 
standards, obtained from the same injected red cells, after 
adequate dilution.
In order to study the nature of Cr-5l boood disappear­
ance curves, additional blood samples were taken at 1-hour 
intervals up to five hours after dosing. These samples were 
assayed like those obtained during the first hour.
Measurment of Urinary Creatinine Excretion
A modification of the Folin-Wu laboratory method, 
reported by Owen _et al. (195u) > wa£! used for determining 
urinary creatinine excretion. Urine was collected daily 
and for seven days in glass carboys through galvanized 
funnels located In the floor of the metabolism unit. 
Collection funnels were rinsed with distilled water, and 
urine was diluted to approximately 2 percent of body weight;
total weight of diluted urine was recorded daily.
Composite samples of one percent aliquots were immediately 
frozen and held for laboratory analyses.
Creatinine values were corrected for any losses due 
to environmental temperatures above 0°C. during collection 
periods, using the formula reported by Van Niekerk e_t al. 
(1963):
Y = 100 - 0.01866 X2 (6)
where Y is percent creatinine remaining in the urine 2k 
hours after excretion; and X is the mean daily environmental 
temperature between 0 and 39°C. Details for laboratory 
procedure used for creatinine analyses are described in 
Appendix II.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Protein Bound Iodine 
The chloric acid digestion method was introduced 
for use in protein bound iodine (PBI) analyses by Zak 
and co-workers in 1952. Sire e that time it has been 
progressively improved. However, little statistical 
information on the validity of the method has been 
reported. This study was initiated after unsuccessful 
attempts to obtain reproducible values from the dry 
ashing procedure as described by Brown _et al. (1953) 
and by Foss e_t al. (1963) • The basic purpose of this 
study was to obtain complete statistical information 
on the method, rather than to study the kinetics of 
the involved reactions. After trying several variations 
of the method (Farrel and Richmond, 1961; Withowson and 
Northam, 1963; Leffler aid McDougald, I96J4.) , the final 
combination was based on previous reports and modifica­
tions introduced in this laboratory.
The Use of Syringe-Type Pipettes:
In order to determine the variance of the method 
due to pipetting, 50 water weight measurements were taken 
using five different syringes. The coefficient of
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variation for a if cc. volume was 0.1f2 percent. Variance 
values were extrapolated to reagent pipetting, and a 
coefficient of variation of O.̂ if percent was obtained. 
Syringe pipetting was then adopted throughout as the 
procedure for reagent transfer.
Precipitation of Serum Protein:
Blood serum was incubated with trace 'amount of
Q1-131 labeled thyroxine at 37°C* and passed through a 
Sephadex chromatographic column as described by Cowley 
(1965)• Serum protein was precipitated using either a 
10 percent zinc sulfate-0.5 N sodium hydroxide solution, 
a 7 percent perchloric acid solution, or by a 10 percent 
trichloracetic acid (TCA) solution. The recovery of 
radio-thyroxine by these procedures and the analysis of 
variance are shown in Table I. Differences were not 
significant and were considered sufficiently small for 
the overall procedure.
Perchloric acid was selected for protein precipi­
tation primarily because zinc sulfate solution was 
observed to slow down the rate of the color reaction 
at the upper concentration levels of iodine, a fact 
reported earlier by Acland (1957)* The result was a 
non-linear plot of optical density versus concentration.
Abbott's Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois.
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In addition, perchloric acid was considered more directly 
related to the digestion procedure than TCA.
Table I. Recovery of I-131-Thyroxine Following Protein 
Precipitation
Source of 














The most efficient precipitation with perchloric 
acid was obtained with 10.0 cc. of 7 to 8 percent solution 
for the 1.0 cc. sample, as previously described in the 
General Procedures. When the first 5-0 cc. was blown into 
the tubes containing serum, a milky undesirable supernatant 
fluid resulted after centrifugation. When the tubes were 
inverted on a paper towel, additional washes removed only 
3 to ip percent of the remaining non-protein iodine.
Should sample storage be necessary, it is recommended 
to do so after the precipitation step. Interactions between 
sample storage and PBI content have been reported when 
whole serum samples were stored under refrigeration 
(Lennon and Mixner, 1957)* No losses occurred when 128 
samples of _in vivo I-131-thyroxine labeled serum were 
precipitated and stored during 10 days at lp°C.
Protein Digestion:
A cast aluminum thermoregulated block was designed 
for sample digestion, and was constructed with 61p block 
wells for 150 x 16 mm. tubes. The block was heated by a 
1200-watt hot plate and the temperature was controlled 
through an adapted thermostat-electronic relay system.
The thermostat was placed in the lower half of the block 
in a horizontal position. A thermometer was placed in a 
150 x 16 mm. tube containing non-smoking oil and was kept 
in one of the block wells. Aluminum block models for 
chloric acid digestion have been reported by Recht and 
Frazer (1961) and by Lefflsr and McDougald (196i|) .
Digestion was retarded when the temperature was 
too low. In contrast, when temperatures indicated in the 
General Procedures were exceeded, bumping occurred with 
explosive violence. Because chromate had been reduced to 
a marginal value, a final stage of 160 to 170° was essen­
tial. When final stage was delayed, green crystals of 
trivalent chromium were formed, which, according to O'Neal 
and Simms (1953) implied iodine losses. Higher amounts 
of chromate were observed to speed up the process and 
permitted the use of lower temperatures. However, chromate 
has been observed to interact with the color reaction.
The slight excess of perchloric acid over the 
stoiquiometric proportions insured a complete utilization
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of potassium chlorate, which otherwise would tend to 
inhibit the color reaction (O'Neal and Simms, 1953)*
In order to determine which factors would affect 
the final sample volume after digestion, different com­
binations of serum, water, and standard solutions were 
compared in lj.0 samples. However, chloric acid was the 
same for all samples. The final volume, despite initial 
differences, was remarkably similar for all groups, as 
shown in Table II. Each sample received all the reagents 
as described under procedures. However, colorimetric 
readings were taken immediately after addition of the eerie 
sulfate reagent.
Table II. Comparison Between Volume of Digested Samples 
as Affected by the Initial Volume of Water and 
Serum
Combination
Mean as % 
Transmission
1.0 cc. serum — 1^.26
0.5 cc. serum + 0.5 cc. water 11].. 21
0.5 cc. serum 11].. 20
0.5 cc. standard solution lip. 19
As indicated in the General Procedures, the best 
volume for sheep's serum samples was found to be 1.0 cc. 
However, for serum samples with a concentration of iodine 
that would be outside the range 0-12 ug./lOO cc. , a smaller
1̂ 0
volume must be used. This experiment demonstrated that 
it was possible to use any serum volume below 1.0 cc. , 
since sample final volume after digestion was independ­
ent of the initial volume. Water evaporated up to the 
limit where rate of evaporation was equal to rate of 
condensation. This was an important fact because it 
prevented the necessity for bringing the digested sample 
to a constant volume. Final volume in the tubes was 
already constant.
As shown in Table III, no significant losses were 
detected by an analysis of variance when 1-131 activity 
was compared before and after digestion.
Table III. Comparison of I-131-Thyroxine Activity Before 
and After Chloric Acid Digestion
Source of 




groups 1 . 32.0 1.5
Within
groups 62 21.320 93.9
The Color Reaction:
Chromate increased the rate and the tendency of the 
color reaction to deviate from the Beer-Lambert law. Com­
pared with previous reports, arsenous acid solution was 
increased in order to take care of any excess chromate.
An unidentified inhibitor factor for the color
reaction was formed during digestion. As reported 
previously by O'Neal and Simms (1953)? sodium chloride 
prevented the effects of the inhibitor. However, an 
excess of sodium chloride was found to increase the tend­
ency of the color reaction to deviate from Beer-Lambert 
law, and the rate of the reaction was greatly increased. 
According to Thompson et al_. (1956), the rate was increased 
up to a concentration of 0.7 meq. of sodium chloride, but 
not above this concentration. In order to determine the 
minimum amount of sodium chloride necessary to evoke the 
color reaction after digestion, the instructions described 
In the General Procedures may be followed. The use of 
colorimeter tubes in place of test tubes prevents the 
necessity for sample transfer for color measurements; 
perfectly matched tubes, however, must be employed. Water 
bath temperatures above 30°C . speeded up the color reaction 
too much. Lower temperatures were less easy to handle and 
often produced water vapor condensation on the wall of the 
cuvettes, if room temperature was above that of the react­
ing medium.
Protein Bound Iodine (PBI) Values in Human and Castrated 
Ruminant Serum:
Mean PBI values from 20 unknown hospital patients 
were 5-50 ug l/l00 cc. serum (range 1.2 to 13.1). Values 
obtained at the hospital using a dry ashing procedure 
averaged 5-8 ug. i/lOO cc. serum. Mean values for the
il-2
20 wethers in 221 duplicate samples were 3*02 ug. i/lOO 
cc. serum (range 0.21 to 6.9lf). For comparative purposes 
selected standard deviations from the literature for PBI 
analysis are listed in Table IV.
Widdowson and Northam (1963) employed the procedure 
reported by Farrel and Richmond (1961), the difference 
being only in the automation used by the former group. 
Bumping was difficult to control with this procedure. 
Attempts to improve the slope of the standard curve in 
the Leffler and McDougald (19614.) procedure were not 
successful due to deviations from Beer-Lambert lrw, 
probably induced by excess chromate. The slope ranged 
only from 30 to 60 percent transmission.
Thyroxine Degradation Rate
The measurement of injected 1-131 labeled thyroxine 
plasma disappearance rate, as commonly interpreted, may 
be biased by various degrees of endogenous synthetized 
labeled thyroxine resecreted into the circulating blood .
The objective of this phase of the study was the develop­
ment of a procedure for measuring the true rate of thyroxine 
degradation. The formulation of a descriptive mathematical 
model appeared to be the best means for the solution of 
this problem. Results from 20 wethers and two steers were 
used for this investigation. Detailed information regarding 
animals and laboratory methods have been presented In the 
General Procedures.
Table IV. Standard Deviation Reported for Protein-Bound Iodine Analysis
Number of 
Samples Reps . SDa • Method Reference
49 2 O.lj.9 K0H distillation G-ottshald & Riggs (1952)
1 23 0.17 Alkaline incineration Acland (1952)
96 2 0.46 Alkaline incineration Lennon & Mixner (1957)
1 10 0.4 Alkaline incineration Foss et al. (1963)
1 10 o.5 Alkaline incineration Foss et al. (1963)
24 2 0.33 Chloric acid digestion 0'Neal& Simms (1953)
12 5 2 (?) 1.0 Chloric acid digestion Farrel & Richmond (1961)
1 10 0.11 Chloric acid digestion Widdowson & Northam (1963)
10000 2 0.3 Chloric acid digestion Leffler & McDougald (1964)
3000 2 0.4 Chloric acid digestion Leffler & McDougald (1964)
12k 2 0.23 Chloric acid digestion Vohnout & Hansard (unpubl)
Standard deviation for a single observation.
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Plasma Disappearance Curve for I-I31-Thyroxine:
In order to make a true interpretation of labeled
thyroxine plasma disappearance curves, it is important to
understand the kinetics of the thyroid hormones. Thyroid
secretion into the blood stream consists essentially of
thyroxine and small amounts of triiodothyronine (Best and
Taylor, 1961; White, Handler and Smith, 196̂ 1-) • Thyroxine
is almost completely bound to specific serum proteins;
its free concentration is relatively low and has been
-11reported to be of the order of 3 x 10 in human subjects 
(Oppenheimer and Surks, 1961].). The role of serum proteins 
appears to be regulation of free hormone concentration 
(Ingbar and Freinkel, I960; Tata, 1962). This buffer 
action is extremely important, since only free hormone 
diffuses into the cell (Tata, I96J4.) . Consequently, the 
bulk of thyroxine is carried by proteins from the blood 
stream toward extravascular compartments. Thyroxine bind­
ing proteins include: thyroxine-binding globulin (TBG)
with a molecular weight of lj_5000 (White, Handler and 
Smith, I96I4.) ; thyroxine-binding pre-albumin (TBPA), with 
a molecular weight of 73000 (Oppenheimer e_t al., 1965); 
albumin (Tata, 1962) with molecular weight 69000 (White, 
Handler and Smith, 1961p) ; and an unidentified factor, 
probably ceruloplasmin (Tata, 1962).
By virtue of its mass, skeletal muscle is the biggest 
extravascular thyroxine store (Tata, 1962), though mean
4 5
concentration values averages about 10 percent that found 
in plasma (G-ross and Leblond, 195°) • Pochin (1964) 
reported a thyroxine concentration ratio of about 3-5 
between liver and plasma, with a maximum uptake at 1 to 
2 hours after dose administration; for triiodothyronine, 
maximum uptake was within a few minutes after dose adminis­
tration .
At the cellular level, distribution of the thyroid 
hormones does not appear to be specific (Tata, 1962). 
Mitochondria, microsomes and sub-mitochondria particles 
from liver and muscle exhibit an intense thyroxine bind­
ing ability; in contrast, the nuclear fraction appears 
to be very loosely tagged. Cytoplasm proteins could play 
a regulatory role in hormone utilization within the cell; 
this mechanism would be similar to the one displayed by 
plasma proteins. Tata (196I|_) listed three metabolic path­
ways for thyroid hormones: phenolic conjugation with
B-glucuronides and sulphates; oxidative deamination or 
transamination; and deiodination. All three were con­
sidered to operate in the liver; conjugation was prominent. 
Deamination was more pronounced in the kidney, whereas 
deiodination was the only one operating in skeletal muscle. 
Salivary glands also appear to play a role in the metabol­
ism of thyroid hormones. According to Fawcett and Kirkwood 
(1954)> deiodination of I-131-diiodothyronine dosed intra­
venously did not take place when salivary glands were removed
k6
in the rat; a role in controlling the hormone level in 
the blood through a degradation system--thyroxine to 
monoiodothyronine and diiodothyronine was postulated.
Early studies by Tarough _et al. (1952) showed bile 
to be an important excretory pathway for organic iodine, 
and that bile contained an unidentified "compound U", 
suspected to be a thyroxine-glucuronoside combination.
This compound was hydrolyzed in the GI tract and only 
thyroxine was found in feces. Apparently, fecal excretion 
of organic iodine by human subjects ranges between 7 and 
15 percent of degraded hormone (Johnson and Beierwaltes, 
1953; Berson and Yallow, 195̂ 4-) • According to Tata (19614.) , 
a large part of thyroxine and triiodothyronine secreted 
into the bile is reabsorbed in the intestine, chiefly 
after hydrolysis of the B-glucuronide conjugates.
Studies by Hays and Solomon (1965) showed that the 
GI tract was included in the iodine distribution volume; 
however, free iodine was almost completely reabsorbed and 
it's contribution to feces was negligible.
Competition for the iodine set free by deiodination 
is established between kidney and thyroid gland, since 
iodine excretion via urine is almost entirely in the 
inorganic form (Tarough e_t al., 1952). Reutilization of 
free iodine and re-secretion as endogenous synthetized 
hormone would complete the picture for injected labeled 
thyroxine kinetics.
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In summary, injected thyroxine is transported by 
plasma proteins toward extravascixlar compartments. Some 
hormone is excreted via bile, but a large part of It is 
reabsorbed from the GI tract. At the cellular level, 
thyroxine is metabolized and iodine ■which is set free 
re-enters the vascular circulation. Free iodine can be 
excreted via urine or can be picked up by the thyroid 
gland; part of it also enters the GI tract but is almost 
completely reabsorbed. In the thyroid gland iodine is 
utilized for hormone synthesis; secretion of endogenously 
labeled hormone completes the cycle, which is illustrated 
in Figure 1 by means of a nine compartment system.
The nine compartment system can be solved mathe­
matically by dividing it into sub-systems. In the present 
study, only one sub-system will be considered: the one
related to the early plasma disappearance of labeled 
thyroxine. This sub-system is shown in Figure 2. After 
dosing, labeled thyroxine is transported from the plasma 
compartment toward the extravascular compartment. From 
the extravascular compartment the tracer returns to the 
vascular system, and at the same time it is delivered to 
the cellular compartment.
Plasma labeled thyroxine disappearance curve, as a 
function of time after intravenous injection of the tracer, 
is represented in Figure 3- The segment 0 - t is the
Legend:
T = thyroid L = liver
P - plasma K = kidney
E = extravascular F = feces
C = cell U = urine
DT = digestive tract







k-̂ P = transport rate (out) 
k_^E = transport rate (in) 
k2E = degradation rate








A = plasma zero time o ^ ,activity
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Figure 3- I-131-Thyroxine Disappearance Curves From Plasma 
(1) and from Extravascular (2) Compartments
result of the expanding distribution volume of the tracer, 
up to the time of equilibrium. The curve, then, rapidly 
approaches the slope of the asymptote. Figure 3 also 
shows how activity in the extravascular compartment 
increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases to 
approach the slope of the asymptote.
The set of differential equations which were employed
to describe the dynamic state of the three-compartment model 
is as follows:
indicates the correct balance of the system and is an 
essential requisite for its solution. The mathematical 
solution of the sub-system leads to the eqiiation:
and is fully described.in Appendix IIT. A is plasma activity 
at any time; aQ is the Y axes intercept, for the asymptote to 
the disappearance curve; K is the rate constant for labeled 
thyroxine degradation; and kp is the rate constant for the
(1)
§  = klP '" k-lE ~ k2E (2)
(3)
The summation dP 
dt




transfer of labeled thyroxine from the plasma to the 
extravascular compartment.
Statistical Considerations :
The use of mathematical models for the solution of 
systems involving rates has been a rather difficult pro­
cedure. In addition, computer facilities are needed when 
data have to be fitted by a non-linear least squares method.
In order to evaluate whether the use of the mathematical 
model was worthwhile and justifiable, results were compared 
with a standard method. That portion of the disappearance 
curve between 2Ip and 96 hours following dose administration 
was selected as a control procedure, as previously described 
in the General Procedures. A comparison between the results 
obtained during the period 0-1̂ 8 and 2l(.-96 hours after injec­
tion of tracer levels of 1-131 labeled thyroxine is presented 
in Table V. The first fact of importance observed was the
Qvalue for R . It was evident that: (a) A very accurate
fitting of the data to the curvilinear equation (5); (b)
The function a0e“^^'was actually an asymptote to the blood 
disappearance curve; therefore, the period 2ip-96 hours was 
not really linear (semi-logarithmic plot), but approached 
the value of the asymptote. The difference of J4. percent 
between the two Rc values in Table V was simply the result 
of the nature of the disappearance curves, since the period 
2I4.-96 hours was assumed to be a simple exponential Y = Y e -*®-.
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Table V. 1-131 Thyroxine Degradation Parameters Obtained 
from Plasma Samples During Periods O-J4.8 and 2ip- 








O-J4.8 5855 52.4 257.9 122.9 0.996
2^-96 7627 30.5 349.7 103.5 0.954
Dif. 30.3^ -41.8% 35.6^ -15.8# -4-2#
Dlf* = Per4 od x 100 - 100Period (0-48)
Obviously, a 1+% difference would be quite difficult to 
detect by simple observation of the disappearance curve, 
and would be confoitnded with the experimental error.
Thyroxine degradation rate calculated from the 
earlier period was l6/£ higher than values obtained from 
the second period. Evidently, this difference was due to 
recycling of 1-131 by the thyroid gland, since thyroxine 
distribution volume (TDV) was expanded in >̂0% and the slope 
K was leveled off in l\2.% during the second period. In 
addition, %2.% of the extrathyroidal thyroxine (ETTĵ ) was 
metabolized each day and this iodine was made available 
to the thyroid gland and kidneys. No analysis of variance 
was necessary to test these differences, since the same 
pattern, though at different intensities, was found to 
occur in all animals studied.
The common practice of employing the disappearance 
curve after equilibrium of the tracer within ETT^ was
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thersfore only an approximation. Previous works on this 
problem (Ingbar and Freinkel, 1955; Premachandra _et al.,
1958; Pipes et al., 1957)> though using a different 
approach, confirmed this statement. Conversely, Post and 
Mixner (1961) claimed that in dairy cattle no significant 
recycling of the hormone took place during the first 96 
hours following administration of labeled thyroxine. This 
conclusion was based mainly upon the fact that the semi-log 
plots of the curves were "linear".
In the present report, the value of 0.996 as an 
average for 20 wethers and two steers would indicate 
that the contribution of other components -- endogenous 
synthetized labeled thyroxine -- was negligible during the 
period O-I4.8 hours after dosing. Indeed, by including the 
thyroid gland into the sub-system of figure 2, two additional 
parameters would need to be measured: 1-131 thyroid uptake,
and labeled thyroxine secretion. This would imply that 
the plasma disappearance curve equation would be described 
by three exponential expressions instead of two.
Additional parameters which were measured included:
(a) The time required for the extravascular compartment to
reach maximum activity (t ), which was found to averagem
11.2 hours (range Ip.3 to 26.9 hours). This result obtained 
from a mathematical model compared closely with Mayerson's 
(1963) data in dogs. By sampling blood and lymph directly,
Mayerson found that intercompartmental equilibrium for 
iodinated proteins took place in 7 to 13 hours. It was 
not possible, however, in this laboratory to overcome 
technical problems for lymph sampling in sheep; (b) The 
constant k-̂  for the transport of labeled thyroxine from 
the plasma compartment to extravascular spaces was found 
to be 35*9 percent/hour/remaining activity (range 16.1 
to ij.6.8 percent). This rate was l6.Jp times faster than 
the degradation rate. Mayerson (1963) reported a faster 
rate of intercompartmental transfer in dogs; indeed, with 
iodinated proteins 50 percent/day leaked from the capillary 
bed, and labeled compounds appeared in lymph within a few 
minutes. In the present study, no significant relation­
ships were found between thyroxine transport rate and 
thyroxine degradation rate (r = 0.375)- Conversely,
Lennon et al. (1961) have reported a classification of 
human thyroid pathology according to labeled thyroxine 
transport rates.
Thyroxine Degradation Versus Thyroxine Secretion:
It is yet a controversial fact whether thyroxine 
degradation rate reflects thyroidal secretion. In theory, 
both rates should be identical. However, it has been 
shown that some iodine "leaks off” from the thyroid gland 
as a result of deiodination "in situ” during hydrolysis 
of thyroproteins (Ingbar and Freinkel, I960; Rosemberg
et al., 1965). This would indicate that the apparent 
thyroxine secretion rate, as measured from substitution 
therapy, would be greater than thyroxine degradation 
rate measured from plasma disappearance rates. Post and 
Mixner (1961) found no significant differences between 
these two parameters in four dairy cows. Conversely,
Guidry (1963) reported no significant relationships 
between degradation and secretion rates in dairy cows. 
However, Guidry's results showed degradation to be slightly 
greater than secretion which was the reverse of expectations. 
In both reports, too few degrees of freedom could result in 
these apparently contradictory conclusions. It was appar­
ent, therefore, from the above discussion that degradation 
rate would have more physiological importance than secretion 
rate, since the former is more directly related to that 
hormone fraction which the cell is utilizing.
Several rates reported from literature studies with 
sheep are listed in Table VI for illustrative purposes.
Sex, age, genetic and environmental differences are included 
in different sources of data.
Total Red Blood Cell Volume
The first systematic research giving a scientific 
explanation for the use of Cr-5l for tagging red cells was 
accomplished by Gray and Sterling (1950)- In vitro red 
cell Cr-5l tagging has been demonstrated to be an efficient
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process, when compared with in vivo labeling. Results 
from the present study showed a red cell Cr-5l uptake of 
7I4. to 93 percent. These data were in close agreement with 
literature reports (Gray and Sterling, 1950; Necheles _et 
al., 1953; Gabrieli, 1963; Wasserman and Rubin, 1961p) . In 
contrast, in vivo Cr-5l uptake by red cells has been shown 
to approximate 10 percent (Sutherland and McCall, 1955; 
Stohlman and Schneiderman, 1956; Aufderheide, I960).
Since venous hematocrit and whole body hematocrit are 
not the same (Gregersen and Rawson, 1959; Hodgetts, 1961) 
direct tagging of the red cells is necessary in order to 
accurately measure total circulating red blood cell volume 
(RCV). Body hematocrit has been reported to average 10 
percent less than venous hematocrit (Loria e_t al., 1962). 
Consequently, an overestimation results when RCV is deter­
mined indirectly from total blood volume measurements. 
Phosphorus-32 was employed originally for tagging red 
cells; however, its use has been gradually abandoned in 
favor of Cr-5l. Some of the problems related to the 
P-32 red cell tag were reported to be rapid elution of the 
radioactive tag from the cells (Hansard et al., 1953; 
O'Brien e_t al., 1957) and non-specific binding of P-32 
within the erythrocyte. According to Kleine and Heimpel 
(1965)j elution was particularly fast when the binding 
capacity of the erythrocyte was oversaturated by in vitro 
P-32 labeling.
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Chromlum-5l Blood Disappearance Curves in Ruminants:
Measurements of RCV in ruminants has been reported 
to be confounded by a curvilinear-type blood disappearance 
curve. The first portion of the curve, within a range of 
approximately one hour, does not depart significantly from 
linearity. Consequently, in order to avoid the use of 
non-linear functions for data fitting, computations for 
RCV were performed in this study from data taken during 
the first hour following dose administration. Figure I4. 
illustrates the characteristic Cr-5l blood disappearance 
curves plotted from data procured from several animal species. 
This comparison demonstrates the striking differences between 
Cr-5l labeled cell behavior in ruminants and non-ruminants.
Although the Cr-5l procedure has been generally 
accepted as the method of choice for determining RCV, inter­
species extrapolation of results could result in misleading 
interpretations. It is of importance, therefore, to con­
sider and understand the mechanism by which particular 
curves are produced. Frequently In reports from human 
clinics, RCV is calculated from a single blood sample pro­
cured minutes after dose administration. Routinely, it Is 
also a frequent practice to discard data from the early 
acute slope of the disappearance curve assuming incomplete
aNon-ruminant curves from Hansard, S. L. and 















Figure Ip. Chromium-5l Blood Disappearance Curves in Different
Animal Species
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mixing time. However, mixing efficiency of the vascular 
system is such that, according to Aubert and Milhand 
(I960), Ca-14.5 injected intravenously reached intravascular 
equilibrium in less than 1 minute. Therefore, in the case 
of non-linear functions, it is not feasible to extrapolate 
values outside the range of collected data, unless the 
exact mathematical model has been provided. Thus, precau­
tions are necessary for the conventional use of empirical 
polynomials that could fit the plotted data.
It is still a matter for discussion as to whether 
this particular type of curve is the result of eluted Cr~5l 
from the red cells, or due to increased cell fragility 
resulting from the in vitro treatment. The latter hypoth­
esis seems to be poorly substantiated, for the following 
reasons: (a) Disappearance curves from blood of cattle
previously infected with Anaplasma marginalis did not 
depart significantly from linearity when samples were taken 
at the onset of the disease, as shown in Figure 5;a (b)
According to Necheles et al. (1953)> chromium metal up to 
30 ug./ml. of blood was needed to increase erythrocyte, 
fragility, which was about 15 times the Cr~5l concentration 
in tracer doses used to label red cells. Consequently,
Hansard, S. L., unpublished data.
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Legend:
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Figure 5* Chromium-51 Blood Disappearance Curves From a 
Healthy Sheep and an Anaplasmosis (onset) 
Infected Calf
there appears to be little probability that any rough 
in vitro treatment, or some effect of chromium metal 
would increase fragility. The elution theory, however, 
could be substantiated by the following facts: (a)
Elution of Cr-5l has been demonstrated in vitro from red 
cells suspended in a physiological saline medium (Necheles 
et al., 1953)j from red cells suspended in plasma (Stahl 
and Dale, 1958), and from heraolysates (Suderman e_t al., 
1957)t (to) After saline washes were chromium free, Stahl 
and Dale (1958) found in calves that repeated washings with 
fresh plasma resulted in similar radioactivity losses. 
Repeated washings of red cells with the same plasma showed 
a build-up of radioactivity which tended to level off 
after 5 to 7 hours.
Elution rates of Cr-5l from the red cel], have been 
estimated as 1.0 to 2.0 percent/day/remaining radioactivity 
(Necheles _et al., 1953; Stohlman and Schneiderman, 1958). 
The average slope for the early disappearance curve for 
lp6 determinations of RCV in 31 wethers and five steers in 
this study was found to be 215 percent/day/remaining radio- 
acitvity, which is more than one hundred times greater than 
estimated reported values. This is a striking difference 
compared with the previous estimations if this slope is 
resulting from the elution of Cr~5l from erythrocytes. 
Comparisons of the curves in Figure would indicate
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differences may "be due to species rather than to 
laboratory procedures.
Wasserman and Rubin (1961).) postulated that the 
Cr-5l eluted from red cells was never bound to the hemo­
globin molecule. Previous reports on the chemistry of 
Cr-5l Fed blood cell tagging procedure would substantiate 
this hypothesis. There was general agreement that the 
greatest fraction of Cr-j?l (J|7 to 97 percent, according 
to the literature source) (Gray and Sterling, 1950;
Necheles et> al., 1953; Gabrieli e_t al., 1963; Wasserman 
and Rubin, 196J_]_) was bound to hemoglobin within the red 
cell. Data from Wasserman and Rubin (1961).) showed that 
23 percent of the dosed sodium chromate-5l did not tag 
hemoglobin and was associated with a molecule larger than 
an animo acid. This peptide was thought to be glutathione. 
Non-hemoglobin radioactivity was easily removed from 
hemolysates by a 10 cm. Sephadex column (G50, G75j and 
G100) . It should be pointed out that only hexavalent 
chromium has been found suitable for labeling erythrocytes, 
while trivalent chromium is firmly bound almost entirely 
to plasma, in vitro or in vivo (Gray and Sterlying, 1950; 
Frank and Gray, 1953)• Since hemolysates of Cr-5l labeled 
red cells did not tag newly added erythrocytes in vitro or 
in vivo (Ebaugh et. al., 1953), apparently the hexavalent 
chromium changed to the trivalent form after entering the 
red cell.
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With this background, it was possible to postulate 
an hypothesis to explain the dynamic state of Cr-5l in the 
blood. A four-compartment model was developed and is pre­
sented in Figure 6 . The elution rate constant is repre­
sented by k£• Erythrocytes labeled in vitro would be "over­
saturated", and non-hemoglobin radioactivity would be 
subject to elution following the law of mass action. A 
competition for this free radioactivity would then be 
established between plasma proteins and labeled red cells.
The Cr-5l lost from red cells would be carried by plasma 
proteins toward the extravascular compartments at a constant 
rate k , and returned to the vascular compartment at a 
constant rate k_^> naturally following the law of mass 
action. As shown in Table VII, Cr-5l excretion was almost 
exclusively via urine, since radioactivity recovered in 
feces was negligible. Urine recovery was the summation of 
kp, the rate constant related to red cell life span, and 
k^, the rate constant related to excretion of Cr-5l tagged 
to plasma proteins.
This pattern would be complicated further if 
selective tagging of erythrocytes occurred. According to 
Danon _et al. (1966) "young cells" carried twice the radio­
activity of "old cells". These two age groups were separated 
on the basis of their density, by centrifugation of whole 








k^P transport rate 
(out)
k_3E transport rate (in)
V = excretion rate
Figure 6. Compartment Model System for’ Chromium-5l Kinetics
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specific gravity. More research is needed on this subject, 
since age of red cells follow a normal distribution pattern 
and not a binomial distribution as suggested from the class­
ification made by Danon and co-workers. Selective tagging 
due to cell age could thus be easily confused with selective 
tagging due to the existence of more than one population of 
erythrocytes. Actually, there is evidence that two or 
more populations, probably reticulocytes and erythrocytes, 
may be present in the circulating blood (Evans, 1954; 
Wasserman and Rubin, 1964) .
Table VII. Chromium-5l Partition in Wethers 21p hours After 
Administration of Labeled Red Cells3
Number of 
Animals Blood Urine




5 51 20 13 29
(33-58) (lip-30) (22-53)
Calculated as percent of administered Cr-5l dose.
Statistical Considerations:
In the present study, great variability in CPV values 
was observed for wethers. Consequently, data in Tables VIII 
and IX show CPV differences within animals to be highly sig-
pnificant. Mean R values for samples collected during the 
first hour from 31 wethers and five steers were O.83I for 
ip6 regressions of activity versus time in a within animals 
basis. These regressions were calculated after blood activity
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was standardized for average CPV as indicated in the 
General Procedures. The value of 0.831 was below that 
expected, since similar calculations for thyroxine disap­
pearance curves resulted in an R^ of 0.996, when samples 
were processed in like manner.
Table VIII. Analysis of Variance for Hematocrit, Using 
Wintrobe Tubes and 2000 x g Centrifugation 
Force
Source DF MS F Component Mean
Between
animals 9 323.917 27.770
Within
animals 6k 8.121̂ 2.966x 3 • 275
Error ke 2.739 2.739 36.14-
x = Significant P /_ 0 .005.
Table IX. Analysis of Variance 
Capillary Tubes and 
Force
for Hematocrit Using 
5000 x g Centrifugation
Source DF MS F Component Mean
Between
animals 6 505.8^2 25. 081}.
Within
animals k3> 23.31]l 28.976x 8 .?V|
Error 87 0.805 0.805 31.9
x = Significant P [_ 0.005.
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A reasonable explanation for this decreased 
accuracy in RCV measurements was not difficult to obtain.
As already indicated, body hematocrit has been found to 
average 10 percent less than venous hematocrit (Loria ejb 
al., 1962). This ratio of body hematocrit to venous 
hematocrit has been termed "F cells" (G-regersen and Rawson, 
1959; Hodgets, 1961), and should approximate O.9. However, 
researchers in studies with blood volumes of sheep and dogs 
have been concerned by the fact that F cells values for 
these species have been below or in excess of 1.0. Both 
of these species have been shown to have unusually large 
spleens. In both species adrenaline injection produced 
contraction of the spleen with the subsequent release of 
"sequestred" red cells (Gregersen and Rawson, 1959;
Hodgets, 1961). According to Turner and Hodgets (1959) 
sheep spleens, when completely relaxed, may contain up 
to l/7 of the total blood voluem, and up to l/l± of the total 
RCV. This factor alone could cause an incomplete mixing of 
Cr-5l labeled red cells within the vascular system.
Hodgets (1961) reported that mixing may be incomplete in 
placid animals as long as 70 minutes after dose adminis­
tration. It should be pointed out that Hansard (1956) 
did not find that sheep spleens, as a percentage of body 
weight,were larger than those from cattle or swine. In
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this study, F cells values ranged between O .83 and 1.23 
(average l.Oij.) in 23 animals. This result, and the large 
CPV variation in a within animal basis, would indicate 
sequestration of red cells by the spleen in 83 percent of 
the wethers,* no sequestration of red cells was- assumed 
for F cells values equal or below 0.90.
Statistical consideration on repeatability of RCV 
measurements in duplicate tests for wethers are shown in 
Table X. Non-significant differences were found between 
duplicate tests taken at 13-day intervals; however, too 
few animals were involved in repeatability estimates, con­
sidering that the coefficient of variation for this group 
was 16.3%. The correlation between duplicate tests, however, 
was non-significant and rather low (r = 0.59), indicating 
poor repeatability.
Table X. Repeatability Estimates in Wethers for Red Cell 
Volume Measurements, as Shown by Correlation and 
Variance Analyses





1 26010 1.872 0.592
Error 8 13888 16.3^
The low degree of repeatability for this procedure was 
attributed to sequestration of red cells by the spleen during
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the time blood samples were collected. Consequently, 
mixing of Cr-5l labeled red cells was not complete within 
the vascular system. Three solutions would be possible 
in order to overcome red cell sequestration by the spleens: 
(a) Spleenectomy; (b) Use of i ‘enaline in order to pro­
duce spleen contraction; or (c) Use of the proper mathe­
matical equation to provide for the collection of data over 
a longer time period. However, more research would be 
necessary to provide a mathematical solution for a com­
partment model like that illustrated in Figure 6.
Hayter _et al. (1962) and Claphan e_t al. (1962) have 
reported sequestration to take place even in spleenectomized 
dogs. They suggested "the formation of static pools not 
accessible to the marker, with no communication with the 
vascular system", and "the formation of two separate com­
partments in the vascular bed: available and inaccessible".
An important source of error may be improper 
correction for trapped plasma in hematocrit tubes. From 
Table XI, it would appear evident that values reported 
for human blood cannot be extrapolated to the ruminant.
A correction factor of 0.97 for trapped plasma was used 
in the present study, based on Hodget's (1959) report.
For comparative purposes, literature reports on CPV trapped 
plasma, in different species and by different procedures, 
are listed in Table XI.
Table XI. Trapped Plasma in Hematocrit Tubes in Different Species and by 





Man 3000 rpm., 15 cm., 30 min. 5-0 Leeson & Reeve (1951)
Rabbit 3000 rpm., 15 cm., 30 min. 5-5 Leeson & Reeve (1951)
Man 2200 x g. XX 9 3.8 Owen & Power (1952)
Cattle 2500 rpm., 18 cm. , 30 min. 6.0 Reynolds (1953)
Goat 3000 rpm., ? 30 min. 19.0 Klement et al. (1954)
Goat 000rd rpm., ? 120 min. 8.0 Klement et al. (1954)
Goat 15000 x g. XX 7.5 min. 2.0 O'Brien et al. (1957)
Goat 2000 x g. XX 30 min. 20.0 O'Brien et al. (1957)
Sheep 1700 x g. XX 30 min. 14-3 Hodgets (1959)
Sheep 1700 x g. XX 60 min. 8.3 Hodgets (1959)
Sheep J4.8OO x g. XX 60 min. 3.2 Hodgets (1959)
Cattle 1600 x g. XX 120 min. 6.0 Dalton & Fisher (1961)
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An additional source of variation produced by 
trapped plasma in hematocrit tubes is shown in Tables 
V H a n d K .  The experimental error using capillary tubes 
for measuring CPV was smaller than that obtained with 
conventional Wintrobe tubes. Coefficients of variation 
were 0.028 and 0. 0l|_6, respectively for the error component 
indicating the advantage of the higher centrifugation 
force for hematocrit measurements.
Urinary Creatinine Excretion
Objectives of this phase of the study have been 
the adjustment and adaptation of procedures reported in 
the literature for measuring urinary creatinine (Owen 
et al., Van Niekerk et_ al. , 1963a; Van Niekerk _et al.,
1963b).
The results of analyses of variance with partial 
results for creatinine excretion are shown in Tables XII 
and XIII. In the first analysis (Table XII) coefficients 
of variation for days and error were 21.3 percent and 
10.5 percent, respectively. This experimental error was 
considered too high, and after careful investigation of 
each step of the method (Owen et al., 195̂ -) it was found 
that the water bath temperature previous to colorimetry 
was approximately 7°C. below the laboratory temperature. 
Thus, it was suspected that some water vapor may have been 
condensing on the cuvette walls. With the water bath at
7k
30°C., slightly above room temperature, coefficients of 
variation for days and error were 21-5 percent and l±.2 
percent, respectively, (Table XIII) and the experimental 
error was reduced 2.5 times. Color was stable at this 
temperature, since no significant losses were found three 
hours after the Jaffe (color) reaction was started. The 
inter-day variation was'approximately the same in both 
experiments and with different groups of animals; however, 
variation was three-fold greater than that reported for 
sheep by Van Niekerk e_t al. (1963a). With these results, 
furtt^gr chemical analyses were performed in triplicate 
on composite samples from the 7-day balance periods.
Table XII. Analysis of Variance for Urinary Creatinine 
Excretion: Color Measurements at 20°C .




Days k2 80362 12.7^8x 37029
Err or 50 63OJ4. 6301^
x = Significant P [_ 0.005.
Daily urine collections were diluted to approximately 
2 percent of the body weight in order to standardize concen­
tration of creatinine for all samples. Daily creatinine 
excretion was rather constant, but urine excretion varied 
widely. When urine was diluted to an approximate constant
volurne, an almost constant concentration of creatinine 
was obtained. Although the Jaffe color reaction 
(creatinine - alkaline pictrate) does not follow the 
Behr-Lambert law, a narrow portion of the curve between 
creatinine concentration 0 to I4. ug/cc. was linear at 
520 lamda. Dilution of urine samples was made to allow 
readings of the unknown to fall within this required 
range. Urine previously diluted to a given percent of 
body weight facilitated any further adjustments, since 
redilution by a constant factor was possible in all 
samples.
Table XIII. Analysis of Variance for Urinary Creatinine 
Excretion: Color Measurements at 30°0 .




Days 30 250523 52. Ip55 122900
Error 35 V776 1|776
Relationships Between Measured Parameters 
As indicated, the objectives of the preliminary 
phases of this study have been the evaluation, adaptation 
and improvement of available methods. Through the appli­
cation of tested procedures, data for the main body of this 
research were obtained from 20 wethers. An heterogenous 
sample of animals was especially selected in order to insure
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maximum statistical variation. The use of multiple 
regression analyses has permitted, in addition, an eval­
uation of the true relationship between measured 
parameters.
As shown in Table XIV, thyroxine degradation rates 
RCV and urinary creatinine measurements, plasma and total 
blood volumes, as well as total extrathyroidal thyroxine 
were determined throughout the experiment. Additional 
available data have been included in Table XV as a supple­
ment for the data obtained from the 20 wethers.
Table XIV. Average Values for Urinary Creatinine, Red 
Cell Volume, Plasma Volume, Total Blood 
Volume, Extrathyroidal Thyroxine and Thy­




RCV, cc. 796 18.2
Plasma, cc. 1808 kl.k
Blood, cc. 26OI4. 59.6






aBody weight empty GI tract, calculated from the formula 
Y = 19.56 + 1.173S - 20.9091ogX where Y is empty body 
weight and X is measured body weight (Reid ejt al.,1963)
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Table XV. Average Values for Urinary Creatinine, Red Cell 
Volume and Body Weight
Item






RCV, cc. . 31 761 23.2 ± 1 -2
Creatinine, mg. 26 1176 32.6 ± I-6
ug/day 20 98.1; 2.68 + 0 .1;8
aBody weight, empty GI tract, as indicated for Table XIV.
Table XVI. Simple Correlation Coefficients for Various 
Parameters
Item Creatinine RCV Weight
RCV 0.682xx 0 . 7l;9xx
Plasma volume 0 .652** 0.81;1X*
Blood volume 0.689** 0 .900xx
ETT^ 0 .021; 0.301 0. 2l]_2
RT|| -0.088 0.!f.08x 0.238
Weight 0.796xx 0.7li-9**
x = Significant P l_ 0 .10.
xx = Significant P / 0.005.
The simple correlation coefficients obtained from 
comparisons between the different variables are list ed in 
Table XVI. Urinary creatinine was shown to be highly 
correlated with RCV, plasma volume, blood volume and total 
body weight. RCV was correlated with thyroxine degradation
rate and highly correlated with total body weight. Total 
body weight was highly correlated with plasma and blood 
volumes. However, simple correlations, as indicated by 
data in Table XVI, may be inconclusive and even misleading 
In order to determine whether body weight was a common 
intermediate between each of these highly correlated 
parameters, data were analyzed by multiple regression, 
and partial coefficients were tested by the Fisher (F) 
ratio.
These'relationships between urinary creatinine 
(Table XVII) versus RCV, and urinary creatinine versus 
plasma (and consequently versus total blood) disappeared, 
because they were apparently produced indirectly from the 
relationship with the common source, total body weight.
In contrast, the negative relationship between urinary 
creatinine and thyroxine degradation rate were increased, 
apparently because it was originally masked by body weight 
thyroxine degradation rate was negatively correlated with 
urinary creatinine, but was positively correlated with 
body weight and urinary creatinine and body weight were 
positively correlated.
These multiple relationships using RCV as the 
dependent variable are shown in Table XVIII. An increase 
in the degree of relationship between RCV and thyroxine 
degradation rate was also observed when these results
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were compared with those obtained from the simple 
correlation analysis. Relationships between RCV and 
plasma volume were not significant.
Table XVII. Analyses of Multiple Regression with Urinary 
Creatinine as the Dependent Variable: "F" 
Test for Partial Coefficients
Independent F Values for Partial Coefficients
Variables Linear Logarithmic
RCV 0 .011.38 0.1369
Plasma 0.3291 0.7695
RT^ 5.6631x x ij.. 3191x
Weight 11. S O B S ™ 18 76!p3xxx
x = Significant P [_ 0.025.
xx = Significant P [_ 0.01.
xxx = Significant P 0.005.
Table XVIII. Analyses of Multiple Regression With Total 
Red Cell Volume as the Dependent Variable: 
"F" Test for Partial Coefficients
Independent F values for partial coefficients
Variables Linear Logarithmic
Plasma 0 .11(32 0.7 2l(.2
RT[|_ 3. l833x k . i i e e * *
Weight 13-3li57xxx l5-3750xxx
x = Significant P [_ 0.05. 
xx = Significant P [_ 0.025. 
xxx = Significant P /_ 0.005.
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In an attempt to Increase the predictive value of 
the regression equations, all possible combinations with 
linear, quadratic, and logarithmic expressions were tested. 
Due to the time involved, this type of analyses was only 
possible by means of computer facilities. Relationships
pgiving the highest R were selected. As shown in Tables
pXIX and XX, R values were improved by the use of 
logrithmic expressions, especially for prediction of 
urinary creatinine. The following relationships were 
improved by the use of logarithmic expressions: log
creatinine versus log weight; log RCV versus RT^ and 
log RCV versus log weight. The relationship log creatinine 
versus RT^ was decreased. The general trend among the 
variables remained essentially the same.
Table XIX. Analyses of Multiple Regression: Prediction
of Urinary Creatinine
Equation R Square
Y = 523 + 2^.360X1 - 1.8QL^X2 0.810
log Y = 1.9155 + 0.57721ogX1 - 0.OO526X 2 0.881
Y = mg. urinary creatinine.
X-ĵ = kg. body weight (empty GI tract).
Xg = u.g. thyroxine degraded daily.
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Y = 12 Ij. + 11.898X2^ + 0.8059X2 0.802
log Y = 1..9032 + 0.57721ogX1 + 0 .00525X 2 0.823
Y = cc. total red cell volume.'
X^ = kg. body "weight.
^2 ~ US* thyroxine degraded daily.
Pinal prediction equations were derived by deleting 
non-significant parameters. None of the linear equations 
in Table XIX or XX had too much predictive value, since 
R values were in the range of 80 percent. Prediction of 
urinary creatinine from body weight and thyroxine degrad­
ation rate had an R^ of 0.88 when the logarithmic expressions 
was used; this relationship could be considered important.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The primary goal of indirect procedures for estimating 
body composition in live animals is to increase the degree 
of predictability given by body -weight alone. The major 
methods have been based essentially on predicting one chem­
ical component from an empirical relationship, i.e., body 
protein from creatinine excretion, and to derive other com­
ponents from the former by assuming constancy in certain 
relationships within the system. Since cause and effect 
are seldom well defined, the predictive value of those 
relationships is usually limited to a certain narrow range. 
What the body is reflects nothing except its fitness to 
the surrounding environment. Chemical regulators (hormones) 
are probably the closest intermediates between environment 
and body chemical composition. Knowledge of the mechanisms 
regulating these relationships, and their adequate defini­
tion, would broaden the range and accuracy for predicting 
body chemical entities. This postulation applies for both 
the present and future performance of the individual.
Apparently creatinine excretion and RCV are related 
with body weight in the form:
Y = aXb (1)
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since logarithmic expressions increased the degree of 
relationship between those parameters. After changing 
the logarithmic base, the derivative of this expression 
was :
dY = kY (2)
dX X
indicating that the instantaneous rate of change in Y 
(creatinine of RCV) was directly proportional to the size 
of Y, and inversely proportional to the size of X (body 
weight). In other words, assuming that creatinine excre­
tion would represent body protein mass, the rate of gain 
in protein mass slows down as total body weight increases. 
This appears logical, since total weight includes gain in 
fat and non-fat solids and since the relative amount of 
fat increases with age (Hansard et al., 1963; Reid e_t al., 
1963; Brozek, 1965b; Friis-Hansen, 1965; Olesen, 1965; 
Widdowson, 1965)•
The fact that the dependent variable (RCV) or 
urinary creatinine was a logarithmic expression and 
thyroxine degradation rate was not, does not necessarily
imply that they were related exponentially by the equation
+ bXY = ae- (3)
since the curve was dominated by body weight.
The relationship dY = kY is apparently a natural law
dX Y
and can be found elsewhere when growth and metabolism are
8ii-
involved (Y = aX ). Speculations concerning the moaning 
of this relationship, its use and its misuse, may be found 
in any bioenergetics textbook (Brody, 1 9 Kleiber, 1961) .
The significant relationship between thyroxine 
degradation rate and RCV (Table XVIII) would indicate an 
indirect dependence of RCV on environmental factors. This 
dependence through the thyroid hormones could possible be 
a remainder of the adaptive mechanism of amphibian meta­
morphosis, since the current hypothesis is that terrestrial 
life originated in water. As reported by Prieden (1963), 
tadpoles and frogs have different hemoglobins, different in 
composition and different in relative efficiency. Hemo­
globin of tadpoles has been reported to be more efficient 
in storing oxygen, while that of frogs has been found to 
be'faster in rate of oxygen delivery. It is a well-known 
fact that anoxia stimulates erythropoiesis; and information 
on this relationship can be obtained from any physiology 
or biochemistry book (Houssay e_t al., 1957; Best and Taylor, 
1961; White, Handler and Smith, I96I4.). This would indicate 
that the thyroid gland may play some role in altitude 
adaptation in animals.
Erythropoietic effects of thyroid hormones have 
been reported in man under conditions of thyroid gland 
pathology (Muldowney £t al. , 1957," Falheden e_t al., 1963) 
and In rats under thyroxine therapy (Mieneke and Crafts,
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19624-) • This study then would appear to be a first report 
of this type of effects being accurately measured under 
physiological conditions in the intact animal.
The non-significant relationship observed between 
urinary creatinine excretion and RCV (Table XVII) would 
Indicate that an important relationship between protein 
mass and RCV was not to be expected. Doornenbal et al. 
(1962a) have reported correlations between RCV and lean 
body mass in rats to be 0.96. However, the correlation 
between lean body mass and total body weight was found to 
be 0.99- The same group also reported a correlation of 
0.82 between RCV and lean body mass in pigs (R = 0.68), 
which they proclaimed as having a good predictive value. 
However, from reported data, it was possible to calculate 
the correlation between RCV and total body weight to be
0 .93- ' in both papers, however, only simple correlations 
were reported. Muldowney’s (1957) report, indicating a 
correlation of 0.96 between RCV and lean body mass in man, 
was also based on simple correlations.
Studies by Winegrad and Renold (1958a, 1958b) have 
shown that fat tissue was not entirely inert, metabolLcally. 
In addition, half-lives of 5 and 8 days have been reported 
for fat depot turnover in the mouse and the rat, respect­
ively (White, Handler and Smith, I96I4.) . Brozek and Grande 
(1955) indicated that liver plus brain accounts for 55 
percent of the body's total oxygen consumption, and that
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these organs made up only I4..I percent of the total body 
weight. Therefore, it would appear that lean body mass 
was not the only part of the body utilizing oxygen, and 
apparently oxygen consumption by other body components 
should not be considered negligible.
It is apparent that RCV in animals Is basically 
correlated with total body weight. Correlations between 
RCV and body weight in several different species have 
been listed in Table XXI. Correlations in man have been 
calculated from tabulated data from the literature. A 
significant correlation of 0.53 (P [ 0 .01) was obtained 
from the data of Sterling and Gray (1950) in 25 subjects. 
This degree of relationship was smaller than that reported 
for lower animals. Data from reports of Shires et_ al. 
(I96J4.) based on nine subjects showed a non-significant 
correlation ofO.i+l. This could possibly indicate that 
man is loosing environmental adaptation capacity through 
evolution.
Reports concerning relationships between thyroid 
hormones and creatinine excretion were obtained only from 
studies under thyroid pathology or thyroxine therapy. An 
eraly work by Wilkins and Fleishman (19)4.6) showed creatine 
excretion in man to be decreased and creatinine excretion 
increased in hyperthyroidism. The reverse was found in 
hypothyroidism. Yousef and Johnson (1965) reported no





Body Weight Correlation Reference
Man - male 29.0 Olesen (1965)
female 26.0 - - Olesen (1965)
Man 19.0 0.41 Shires et al. (1964)
Man 31.6 0.53 Sterling & G-ray (1950)
Rat, full fed 24.3 0.96 Doornenbal et al.(1962a)restricted fed 27.4 0.96 Doornenbal et al.(1962a)
Pigs 19.9 0.93 Doornenbal et al.(1962b)
Horse, racing 54.0 —  — Brozek (1965)
Percheron 37-8 - - Brozek (1965)
Sheep ■ 21.1 0.75 Vohnout & Hansard(unpub)
Cattle (beef) 19.5 - - Vohnout & Hansard(unpub)
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change in excretory pattern of creatine and creatinine 
in four cows receiving 1 and 2 rag. of thyroxine per 
\\S kg. of body weight when the animals were maintained 
at l8°C. of environmental temperature. However, when 
environmental temperature was 32°C., the same dose of 
thyroxine increased creatinine, but not creatine excre­
tion. According to Bodansky e_t al. (1936), cold exposure 
did not change tissue creatine values in rats, but 
increased creatinine excretion. In addition, attempts 
have been made to correlate creatinine excretion with 
basal metabolic rate in man (Vorzimer e_fc al. , 19lf9a; 
Yorzimer et al-> 19l|-9b), but little interest has been 
developed concerning relationships between the thyroid 
gland and creatinine excretion under conditions other 
than thyroxine intoxication. Significant relationships 
observed between thyroxine metabolism and the pattern of 
creatinine excretion in intact animals under physiological 
conditions therefore, has not been previously reported.
The negative correlation between urinary creatinine 
excretion and thyroxine degradation rate (Table XVII) is 
difficult to explain since creatinine has no known meta­
bolic role. However, the following facts should be pointed 
out: (a) Creatinine excretion has been correlated with
protein mass or lean body mass (Miller and Blyth, 1952;
Ryan e_fc al., 1957; Picon-Reategui and Aluizuri, 1962;
Van Niekerk e_t al., 1963b); (b) Thyroid hormones have
been shown to stimulate amino acid incorporation into 
proteins under in vitro physiologic concentrations 
(Necheles, 1961; Solcoloff and Kaufman, 1961; Tata jst al,, 
1963; Campbell ejb aJL., I96JL4.), and to depress it under 
thyroxine intoxication (Hoch, 1962a). Thus, the negative 
correlation between urinary creatinine and thyroxine 
degradation rate is apparently a contradiction, since 
in the present study the test animals (sheep) were not 
■under thyroxine intoxication. However, it has been shown 
that thyroid hormones have a selective acticn upon tissues 
Scow (1959) found no effect of thyroxine upon muscle col­
lagen or bone protein in rats. Collagen is the most
(
abundant protein in the body and comprises approximately 
one-third of the total body protein (White, Handler and 
Smith, 1961;.) . In studies with rats, Scow (1959) reported 
myosin to respond to thyroxine stimulation with a mass 
increase. About half of the dry weight of the contractil 
part of muscle is myosin, and myosin is also an enzyme 
that can catalyze the removal of a phosphate group from 
ATP (Huxley, 1958)- In addition, thyroid hormones have 
been shown to stimulate scavenging enzymes in amphibians 
(Prieden, 1963; Usuku and Gross, 1965)- It would, there­
fore, be speculative to comment on the mechanism of 
creatinine-thyroxine relationships until more definite 
information is available concerning the physiological
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role of creatinine in the animal body. However, it could 
mean that creatinine excretion may be affected by environ­
mental factors, since it is influenced by the thyroid 
hormones.
In conclusion, the major contribution of these studies 
have been: (1) A direct measurement of the effect of thy­
roid hormones upon target structures in_ vivo without body 
mutilation, replacement therapy procedures, or comparisons 
between pathologic and "normal" conditions; (2) Develop­
ment of accurate and sensitive laboratory procedures for the 
detection of "significant" relationships or differences;
(3) Provide for a clear-cut definition of cause and effect, 
since chemical regulators can be regarded as cause and 
anatomical structures as effects.
Body composition measurements remains an open field 
where effects of chemical regulators, namely pituitary 
hormones, thyroid hormones and steroids, must necessarily 
be evaluated. However, initial development of sensitive 
laboratory procedures are required, suitable for accurate 
measurement of rates for endogenous secreted hormones under 
normal physiological conditions.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Radiochemical procedures with 31 wethers and five 
steers were employed to investigate mechanisms for rela­
tionships between thyroxine degradation rate (RT^), total 
red blood cell volume (RCV) and urinary creatinine. This 
study included an essential initial exploratory phase 
designed to obtain detailed statistical information for 
laboratory procedure standardization.
Sources of variation investigated for the "chloric 
acid digestion" method for PBI analyses indicated that the 
relative small experimental error permitted triple repli­
cations, with an allowable error not greater than 5 percent, 
within 95 percent confidence limits. Analyses carried out 
in the initial tube, without further transfer of sample, 
allowed one technician to process 20 to 30 samples in 
triplicate per day.
A nine compartment system was developed to explain 
the kinetics of iodine movement in the animal body. A- 
three compartment sub-system was used to describe the early 
disappearance of I-131-thyroxine following intravenous 
injection. A mathematical model made it possible to
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demonstrate that the 2i| to 96 hour period following dose 
administration included a significant amount of endogen­
ously synthetized hormone when compared with the 0 to 14.8 
hour period. It was also shown that the contribution of 
1-131 recycled and recirculated by the thyroid gland was 
negligible during this early period. Furthermore, the 
mathematical model made available accurate and dependable 
results from data collected over a two day period, thus 
permitting a marked reduction in required dose radio­
activity. Mathematical solution of the model should not 
present a problem where computer facilities are available.
A four compartment model system was proposed in order 
to explain the kinetics of Cr~5l in the blood. Repeata­
bility for measuring RCV in sheep with Cr-5l labeled cells 
was demonstrated to be poor, and this was attributed to 
the formation of a static mass of erythrocytes in the spleen, 
non-uniformly accessible to the label during blood sampling.
Through the use of multiple regression analyses, it 
was possible to demonstrate that: (a) RCV was basically
highly correlated with total body weight (P 0.005);
(b) Relationships between RCV and urinary creatinine were 
not significant; thus, important relationships between RCV 
and body protein mass were not to be expected; (c) The 
significant relationship between RTĵ  and RCV (P [_ 0.025) 
would imply that the latter may be significantly influenced
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by environmental factors; (d) A negative significant 
relationship existed between RT^ and urinary creatinine 
(P /_ 0.025)- The unknown metabolic role for urinary 
creatinine makes attempts to explain the mechanisms 
responsible for this negative correlation highly specu­
lative; (e) Relationships were improved in all cases 
through the use of logarithmic functions.
Prom this study, an important role for predicting 
body protein mass from body weight and RT can be expected.
k
However, further studies are necessary for developing 
prediction equations, based upon total body chemical 
analyses. The need for research concerned with effects 
of chemical regulators upon specific anatomical structures 
has been suggested.
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R e a g e n t s  f o r  P r o t e i n  B o u n d  I o d i n e  D e t e r m i n a t i o n
Triple distilled water or water processed through 
an ion-exchange resin column.
Perchloric acid, 7 to 8 percent solution.
Chloric acid mixture, prepared as follows (Farrel and 
Richmond, 1961): 500 gr. potassium chlorate, 900 cc. water,
and 200 mg. sodium chromate were heated until dissolved.
Then 3^0 cc. of 70 percent perchloric acid was added slowly 
while stirring. When cool, the mixture was placed at 0°C. 
overnight. The resulting supernatant chloric acid was 
filtered and stored at 0°C.
Arsenous acid solution was prepared as follows (O'Neal 
and Simms, 1953): 7 gr. sodium hydroxide were dissolved in 
ca. 70 cc. water. While still hot, 10 gr. arsenic trioxide 
(As20^) were dissolved and then diluted by IpOO cc. water.
A few drops of phenolphthalein indicator were added, and 
the mixture was neutralized with concentrated sulfuric acid 
(3 to Ij. cc.). Additional J|5 cc. sulfuric acid was required 
before bringing the mixture to a volume of 1000 cc. The 
amount of sodium chloride to be added to the arsenous acid 
solution was determined as follows: To four test tubes,
reagents were added as described in Table XXII. Colori­
metric readings at 30° C . ■ (iql5 or lj.20 larnda) were taken
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immediately, and at one hour after addition of eerie 
sulfate working solution. The tube giving a difference 
of 15 to 17 percent between initial and final readings 
was selected. The corresponding amount of sodium chloride 
was then added to the arsenous acid solution.
Table XXII. Sodium Chloride Test for Arsenous Acid Solution
Reagents Tube Number
c c. 1 2 3 it
NaCl - 0 .6% sol. 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125
Water 0.0 0.5 0.75 0.875
Arsenous acid 3-0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Ceric sulfate 
(working solution)
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
NaCl/tube, mg. 6.0 3.0 1-5 0.75
NaCl/cc. Arsenous 
acid, mg.
2.0 1.0 0.5 0.25
Ceric sulfate solution was prepared as follows (Leffler
and McDougald, I96J4.) : ijlj. gr. anhydrous eerie sulfate was
mixed with I|_3 cc. concentrated sulfuric acid, and while 
stirring, 36 cc. of water was poured in. The mixture was 
then heated and when cool, the volume was made up to 500 cc. 
This was a stable stock solution. The working solution 
was' prepared by diluting the stock solution with 2N 
sulfuric acid. 1.0 cc. diluted solution with I4..O cc. 2N 
sulfuric acid should give a colorimetric reading between
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15> and 20 percent transmission at ip 5 or Ij.20 lamda.
Iodine Stock Standard Solution containing 100 ug i/cc. 
was prepared from 168.6 mg. of potassium iodate diluted to 
a volume of 1000 cc. Dilutions for the standard curve were 
prepared as follows: 1.0 cc. of the stock solution was 
diluted to 100 cc., resulting in 1 ug. i/cc. To seven 
50 ml. volumetric flasks was added 0 to 6 cc. diluted 
solution, resulting in 0 to 12 ug. 1/100 cc., when the 
unknown was compared with an equal volume of standard 
solution. Iodate has been reported to be more stable 
for storage than Iodide (Foss e_t al., 1963)-
AP PEN D IX
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Oxalic acid saturated solution.
Hydrated aluminum silicate (Hydrated Kaolin).
Pictric acid saturated solution was made by dissolving 
approximately 12 g. pictric acid in 1000 cc. distilled water. 
The solution was then filtered through Watman paper and 
kept in a dark bottle for storage (not more than a week).
2 .5N sodium hydroxide solution was made by dissolving 




Kaolin suspension (20 gr. kaolin and 100 cc. oxalic 
acid saturated solution) was diluted to a volume of 1000 
cc. Triplicate 1.0 cc. rediluted urine samples, or 
standard solutions, were then shaken intermittently for 
10 minutes with 5-0 cc. of the kaolin-oxalic acid suspen­
sion. Before transferring, the kaolin suspension must 
be thoroughly shaken, since kaolin precipitates rapidly 
toward the bottom. An automatic rubber bulb-type pipette
£ 1.0 cc. diluted urine to 100 cc. with water.
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was used. Samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 
2000 x g., the supernatant poured off, and the tubes 
allowed to drain on a paper towel for an additional 10
minutes. Kaolin precipitates containing adsorbed crea-
. . atinine were mixed with 7-5 cc. alkaline pxctrate solution
the tubes were shaken for 10 minutes, intermittently
and then centrifuged as before. The supernatant solution
was transferred carefully to avoid turbidity, to new tubes
or cuvettes, and placed in a water bath at 30°C. Color
was stable for several hours and was measured at 520 larnda
Standard solutions were prepared as follows: 0.5 gr.
vacuum dried creatinine were dissolved in 100 cc. 0.1N
hydrochloric acid, to give a 5 mg/cc stock solution.
5.0 cc. stock solution was diluted to 100 cc. with 
distilled water to make a 250 ug/cc solution. 1.0 to
5.0 cc. of diluted solution to a volume of 5 cc. with 
distilled water makes a standard solution containing 5 
to 25 ug/cc creatinine. Stock solution may be stored in 
refrigerator for one month.
a275.0 cc. saturated pictric acid solution; 55*0 
NaOH 2.5 N solution; make to 1000 cc. with distill ed water
AP PEN D IX
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Mathematical Model for the 0-14.8 Hour Plasma I-131-Thyroxine
Prom the set of differential equations presented in 
Results and Discussion, explaining the dynamic state of 
this system, it was of interest to integrate the differen­
tial equation related to the plasma compartment, P, from
S.where the samples were taken:
Integration of this equation was only possible If a value 
for E was found. Under equilibrium conditions,
means that the rate for thyroxine leaving the vascular 
system is equal to the rate entering the vascular system. 
A replacement value for P in equation (2) was obtained 
frcm the equation
This means that the dose distributes among plasma (P)
Disappearance Curve
(1)
k P = k E 1 -1 (2)
Po P + E + C = Dose (3)
Q.k , k£ as defined in Results and Discussion.
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extravascular (E) and cellular (C) compartments. Rearrange­
ment of (2) and substitution of P from equation (3) gave 
the value for E,
k1<Po ~ °)
E = b + k -i ■ (k)
which now was replaced in equation (l) to give:
k ,k-. (Pn - C)
"  = -knp + -1 1 °_________________  (5)dt 1 kq + k_2
In order to integrate equation (5)> a value for the variable
£C was needed, and was obtained by integration of equation
^2 = k PE (6)dt 2
which is the differential equation related to C, the 
cellular compartment. Equation (ij.) replaced the variable 
E in equation (6),
dC _ k2kl(p0 - C>
dt kl k—1 (7)
Under equilibrium conditions, the cellular utilization 
rate was
k2E = K(E + P) (8)
3.k , k_-j_ and as defined in Results and Discussion.
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where (E + P) was defined as the extrathyroidal space and 
K its related constant. By rearranging (8) and replacing 
P from its value in equation (2), the following was obtained
k E koE kpk-,
^ _ _ _     = K  (Q)E + P “ ETT + k_1 ) “ kl+k-l
kl
Equation (7) may now take a new form by using values from 
equation (9),
*£ = K(p _ C) (10)
dt °
This was an equation of the form:
y' + P(x)y = Q(x) (11)
and integration was possible by standard procedures 
(Johnson and Kiokemeister, 1961|.; or any Calculus book) . 
The integrated equation was
C = P (1 - e~Kt) (12)
The value for C was replaced in equation (5):
d P  =  _i, P 4- k l k - l p 0 e
-Kt
^ -k + -I -L O dt 1 . iCl + k_1
From equations (2) and (3)* the following was obtained
However* at time zero the value for C is zero (time of 
dosing) equation (Ilf.) then becomes:
Since this formula was derived from the equilibrium con­
ditions of equation (2) at time zero* was the intercept 
at the Y axis for the asymptote to the thyroxine plasma 
disappearance curve. The P0 value was* in contrast, the 
Y axis intercept for the plasma disappearance curve. By 
replacing values of equation (12) in equation (13) it 
became:
dP - - k ^  + k-,Q e~Kt (16)
dt
Integration of equation (16) by standard procedures gave 
the value for P:
P = Qoe"Kt + (PQ + Q0)e“klt (17)
Equation (17) is valid for data in terms of mass or in 
terms of activity* since:
Y  = A D ; h > = a . £  = A (1 8 )v ° v o ’ V
where Pn* CJ and P are in terms of mass* and A , a and° o o o
A are in terms of activity; V is the volume of distribution
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Therefore, by dividing both sides of equation (17) by V, 
it becomes
A = aoe"Kt + (A0 - ao)e"klt (19)
It should be pointed out that Q q is a scalar multiple of
P . Equation (19) therefore describes I-131-thyroxine 
plasma disappearance curve according to the model presented 
in Figure 2.
The time for E to reach maximum activity was calcu­
lated by setting its related rate to zero:
®  = k P - k n E - kQE = 0 (20)dt 1 -l c-
Rearrangement of (20) and replacement of E, C, and P by 
their values in equations (3) > (12) and (17)> and solution 
of the resulting equation for the independent variable t 
(time) gave
(kx + k_p + k2)(P - Q0) ] i
tM = In (k_2 + k2)P0 - (kn + k_1 + kp)Q0 / x k - K (21)
Values for K, k̂ _, PQ and Q q were obtained directly from 
equations (17) or (19) depending on the nature of the 
data. The value for k_-̂  was obtained from equation (lj>) ;
and the value for k2 was . derived from (9).
ki kQIn the system P   — > e ^ > C, the rate
k-l
determining step is:
R = -k E = -K(E + p) (22)
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Since the data were in terms of activity, not in terms 
of mass,
(E + P) = TDV x (T^) (23)
where TDV is the thyroxine distribution volume and (T^) 
the plasma concentration of the hormone,
TDV Dosea0 ao (25)
and
/ \ PBI ,
By replacing values from (23) j (2ip) and (25) the rate 
equation becomes
(K) x (P0) x (PBI)
R - - (a0) x (0"755I|_)------------  (26)
where K and aQ were obtained from equation (19) and the 
dose PQ from appropriate standards, as indicated in the 
General Procedures. The PBI was obtained from sample 
chemical analysis. There are 0.655 atoms of I in the 
thyroxine molecule.
It was of interest to measure the value of extra- 
thyroidal thyroxine (ETT^), which is given by the equation:
E T T = TDV x (T^) (2?)
when the respective values given by equations (25)and
(25) were replaced in (27)* the following was obtained:
Therefore, R = ETTj^K
Either the rate of ETT, can then be calculated with4
a pocket slide rule without significant errors.
plasma as in the extravascular compartment, TDV is not a 
structural pool as it is plasma volume; TDV, then, is 
simply an artifact created for the solution of the 
mathematical model. The actual thyroxine distribution 
volume, therefore, is unknown.
Since it was assumed that was the same in the
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